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News In Brief
Reward offered in miscreant
cruelty to animals case here
The Humane Society of Calloway County is offering a $200 reward
for information leading to the arrest and conviction for cruelty to
animals (K.R.S. 525.130) of the person or persona responsible for the
-torture and killing of animals near the Robertson Trailer Court(east
of Murray) in late April or early May.
The incidents occurred near a "club house" used by juveniles in the
woods in the vicinity of the trailer court and involved the hanging of a
dog by its neck in a tree(tuid subsequent shooting) and the slitting of
the throats of at least one other dog and one cat.
The name of the informants will be kept strictly confidential, if
desired, and the reward will be paid by the Humane Society upon the
conviction of those responsible.
If you have any information, please call the County Sheriff at
753-3151, the County Animal Warden at753-1621, or the Humane Society at 753-3994 or 759-4141.
According to Humane Society literature, there is often a close relationship between cruelty to animals and cruelty to children, and
residents of the area are encouraged to report any information which
will help insure that those involved in these cruel and reprehensible
acts are brought to justice.
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Leadership Murray announces new board
By DONNA NEW(X)MB
Staff Writer
Leadership Murray met May 8 to elect its new executive committe and board of directors and to review the results of a questionaire that was sent to board members and alumni of the Leadership Murray classes.
Leadership Murray classes, which have been held in 1984 and
1985, are programs that provide an overview of the entire community to the individuals selected to be in the nine-month class, according to Loretta Jobs, chairman of the executive committee.
Jobs said in reviewing the questionaires, members,found enough
positive reaction to the classes that they have decided to have
another one. She said the board will meet on May 20 to select individuals for the class and to elect a new director for the executive
committee.
Jobs said the Leadership Murray classes offer the chance for

many people to get involved in the community and to see the total
picture of Murray. She said it promotes a community spirit, helps
young people to learn about the community and to give insight to
future leaders.
The newly elected executive committee also consists of Jane
Sisk, vice chairman; Ron Christopher, secretary; Tommy Marshall, treasurer; Walt Apperson, publicity.
New board of directors are:
Mayor Holmes Ellis, Judge George Weaks, Harold Doran, Joe
Dick, Robert Glin Jeffrey, Dr. Jack Rose, Dr.!Cala Stroup, Dr.
Lanette Thurman, Sid Easley, Ron Christopher, Dr. Rob Williams,
Peggy Billington, Stuart Poston.
Keith Hays, Bill Germann, Judy Stahler, Buddy Buckingham,
Loretta Jobs, Walt Apperson, Florence Hudspeth, Jane Sisk, Ted
Vaughn, Lynn Richard, Tommy Marshall, Jo Crass.

Engine-uity

McFarlane:
knew North
planned to
shred papers

Irving Berlin begins his 100th year
with singers outside his window
NEW YORK(AP)- Irving Berlin's "Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in
the Morning," was an anthem to the composer's own preferred sleeping hours. But his 100th year began with a stnirise wake-up call from
four singers outside his bedroom window.
The quartet sang Berlin's "I'll be Loving You, Always" and "Happy Birthday," "one of the few songs he doesn't hold the copyright to,'
said John Wallosvitch, one of those who gathered outside Berlin's
East Side townhouse at 5:42 a.m. Monday to mark the songwriter's
99th birthday.
''We didn't expect any kind of acknowledgment," said Wallowitch,
himself a songwriter. "But when we started, two shades went up on
the third floor," where Berlin sleeps.
"We chose sunrise for the symbolism of Mr. Berlin beginning his
100th year," Wallowitch said. "We didn't want to be noisy, but he's
too great a man not to be paid tribute to on his birthday."Wallowitch and his associate Bertran Ross were joined outside the
Beekman Place townhouse by two women they had never met, Meg
Tierney and Bridgette Vidonas, who had learned of their plans for the
dawn serenade.
Berlin, who wrote such holiday standards as "White Christmas"
and "Easter Parade," as well as the unofficial national song, "God
Bless America," has begun to outlive the copyright on some of his
most popular works.

Elsewhere...
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MANILA, Philippines - President Corazon Aquino's hand-picked
candidates are headed toward a near sweep of the Senate, according
to early unofficial returns, and opposition candidates charge fraud in
the slow vote count.
LYON, France - Klaus Barbie, the twice-convicted Nazi war
criminal who escaped justice for more than 40 years, faces lengthy
interrogation on the second day of the former Gestapo officer's trial
for crimes against humanity.
WASHINGTON - So many of the 4 billion chickens eaten by
Americans each year are contaminated by food poisoning organisms
that the federal inspection system cannot provide effective health
protection to consumers, says a National Academy of Sciences study
released today.
WASHINGTON - For the second time in four years, an independent counsel is investigating Attorney General Edwin Meese III, the
first federal official to face two such inquiries.
CHICAGO - Nearly a third of a group of cancer victims displayed
combative behavior while receiving an experimental, widely praised
treatment, and some became so violent they ripped out intravenous
tubes, a researcher says.
CHICAGO - The brain and the immune system have been found to
use many of the same chemicals to communicate, a finding that
could explain why mood seems to affect the course of disease, researchers say.
WASHINGTON - Hawaii had the biggest jump in sales of existing
homes during the first three months of the year as low mortgage
rates translated into big gains in 36 states, a Realtors survey shows.
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Rick Scott (center), assistant personnel manager at Murray's Briggs k Stratton plant, presents 25 three.
horsepower engines to Steve Welter, at left, vocational education teacher at Calloway County High School and
Middle School. At right is Jim Nix, coordinator of the vocational programs for the county school system. The
engines will be used for teaching power and energy units in the vocational Canes.
Staff
by David Tuck

City, county schools to receive
portions of state grant monies
Some Calloway County and
Murray Independent schools will
receive part of the near $1.6
million that will go to teachers,
schools, school districts, and
multi-district groups for innovative projects to improve instruction or school management
during the 1988 fiscal year begbuiing July 1.
The Educational Innovation Incentive Fund, created by the
legislature in 1985, encourages
teachers and school administrators to come up with innovative approaches to education
problems.

Calloway County's projects that
will receive funding are: A.B.C.'S
In Chemistry (Applied Basic Computer Skills in Chemistry), $5,000;
N.E.T. (Networking Education
Technology), Judy Williams and
Brenda Nix, $5,000; Reason,
$2,500; and Project Teach, $19,500.
The first three projects will be
teacher grants with the school getting the grant for Project Teach.
The schools in the Murray
district will receive $18,339 in total
grants. The Computer Assisted
Drafting-Manufacturing in the
Murray Middle School will get
25,000, Follow-Up Study for Mur-

ray High School Graduates will
receive $3,500, Innovative Transition for Trainables will get $5,000,
and the Parent Involvement Component(PIC) will receive $4,839.
"I think it is a big shot in the
arm to education," said State
Senator John Weaver, who chairs
the proposal review committee.
"The benefits of this program are
going to be snowballing over the
years."
Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald said the
state education department will be
(Cont'd on page 2)

Finance reports show source of
candidates' support during race
"Wade
Tonight will be partly cloudy
wfth a low 56 to 60 and light nor%east wind. Wednesday will be
sunny with a high around 80and
southeut wind 6 to 10 mph.
Extesded Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy skies
with little sr so chance of
precipitation.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (Ak) John Y. Brown Jr., who first
pledged to run Kentucky like a
business in his successful 1979
race for governor, has received
more than $1.08 million, or slightly
more than half the total he has
raised this year, from donors
listed as "businessperson."
Brown's campaign finance
report also lists 150 other e6n, including some prominent attorneys and business executives, as having
"minellanesus" occupations.
Raymond Wallies, executive

director of the Kentucky Registry tion, show both a broader support
of Election Finance, said last and considerable financing from
week the "miscellaneous" title special interests.
was one he had not seen before and
The two front-runners are both
that he would take it up with the doing well in campaign finances,
board at its next meeting, on June raising a combined $4.4 million
17.
with more to come before th May
Pat Mulloy, Brown's campaign 26 primary.
manager, attributed the inCandidates' financial reports
complete information bt the report often provide incomplete or
to "clerical mistakes" and said an misleading information on conamended report will be flied with tributors' identities. But they are
Uhe 'registry later this month.
the only public source of informaThe ftmd•rang reports for U. tion on candidates' bases of supGhanian*Bodisar,Brown's Old
rival lor the Desseratie aoafter (Owed se pap 1)

WASHINGTON (AP)- Former
National Security Adviser Robert
C. McFarlane says he knew Lt.
Col. Oliver L. North planned "a
shredding party" to destroy
documents vital to an investigation of the Iran-Contra affair, but
failed to tell Attorney General Edwin Meese III.
McFarlane faced close questioning from congressional investigators to4ay about that
failure and about the role of President Reagan in pursuing aid to
Nicaragua's Contra rebels at a
time when "direct or indirect"
U.S. military aid was banned by
Congress.
In his first day of testimony on
Monday, McFarlane described
Reagan's apparently deep involvement in raising money for
the rebels, which may have included millions of dollars from
Saudi Arabia.
Questions also are likely about
McFarlane's assertions that North
claimed to have had approval
from unspecified superiors for the
diversion of Iran arms sale funds
to the Contras.
The former Reagan administration official also promised to explain events that sent arms to Iran
in exchange for U.S. hostages and
funneled proceeds to the
administration-backed rebels in
Nicaragua.
As he spun out his story Monday
under questioning by Senate
counsel Arthur L. Liman,
McFarlane told how North had
become concerned about the
diversion of funds. As the affair
began to unravel in late November
last year, McFarlane asked North
in a Nov. 23 conversation whether
it had been properly approved.
North replied, "Yes, you know it
was. You know I wouldn't do
anything without approval,"
McFarlane testified.
He said North then volunteered
that the approval had been made a
matter of record in a memorandum for his boss, then-National
Security Adviser John M.
Poindexter. According to
McFarlane, North mumbled, "I
must see what can be done about
„
,(Osat'd ea pap 2)
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Three injured
in wreck near
121 by-pass
intersection

Brantley finishes first in
VICA contest in Owensboro
Donald BrantleY, an auto
mechanics student at the MurrayCalloway County Vocational
Center, finished first in the Job Interview Contest held this weekend
at the State MA (vocational Industrial Education Clubs of
America) Skills Olympics in
Owensboro.
Brantley, a senior at Calloway
County High School, will compete
in the National VICA Skills Olympics in Wichita, Kansas, June
22-26. He is the son of Carlton and
Barbara Brantley of New
Concord.
Other local students attending

Candidates...
Weird from page 1)
port and sources of income — the
lifeblood of political campaigns
Forty-nine percent of the donors
in Brown's report are listed as
"businessperson."
Beshear, who likes to stress his
broad appeal and ties to the
average voter, also drew heavily
for financial support on business
and professional people.
Beshear lists far more contributors than does Brown, and
many more donors have givenhim
$300 or less, lending some
credence to the lieutenant governor's claim of greater grassroots
support.
Beshear's small givers,
however, have donated just
$387,265, about 15 percent of the
total raised. The remaining 1,217

the state VICA competition were:
Jerry Simmons and Chris Bryan,
both Calloway County High School
students and both enrolled in the
auto mechanics program at the
Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center. Simmons and Bryan
served as voting senators in the
business sessions at the state competition. Donal Rowlett, an auto
mechanics teacher at the local
center, accompanied the students
to Owensboro
Rowlett and Brantley wish to
"thank everyone" who helped the
vocational students in practice interviews in the Murray area.

((bard hymn page 1)
devising a means of "modeling"
the effective projects, of making
them available to others in schools
and districts across the country
In the program's first year, 36
projects were funded on a
renewable basis. The state board
Three people received multiple will act on those renewal requests
Injuries after a two-car accident at its July meeting
Both Weaver and McDonald
on the Kentucky 121 by-pass near
they were especially pleased
said
the intersection of 16th Street Mon.
day at approximately 3:10 p.m.. to see more smaller and rural
according to reports from the systems participating this year. In
the first year of the grants proMurray Police Department.
Jimmie F. Alexander, 50, Rt. 8, gram, larger systems with larger
Mayfield, Alvis H. Newton, 71, Rt. staffs were able to put their ap6, Murray, and Dorothy Higger- plications together quicker.
Department of Education stafeon, a passenger in the Newton
vehicle, were all transported to
the Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Alexander was reportedly flown by Medivac to Vanderbilt
(Cent'd from page 1)
Hospital last night.
According to the report, the ac- that memo."
cident occured when Newton's
That comment came two days
east-bound vehicle started going after North raised the possiblity of
sideways and crossed over the
destroying documents during a
center line into the path of Alex- conversation in McFarlane's car.
ander's west-bound van, causing Liman asked what North had said
the Alexander vehicle to strike about a "shredding party."
Newton in the right side.
"Well, just that there had to be
Newton told police that just one," McFarlane said.
after he came over a hillcrest, he
Later that same day, Nov. 21,
saw brake lights at the 16th Street McFarlane attended a meeting at
intersection. He said he applied Meese's office at which the Iran
his brakes and his truck started to arms sale was discussed for a
skid and crossed over the line.
chronology Meese had been asked
to
prepare. Asked whether he had
The report indicated that the
held anything back from Meese,
roadway was slippery due to a reMcFarlane said only, "He was
cent cloud burst and it was still
asking the questions."
raining when police arrived.
McFarlane also testified he had
The Murray Fire Department
participated at about that time in
also assisted in the accident, using
a session at the White House to
the jaws of life to remove Alexander from his volkswagon van, draft a chronology of events in the
according to a fire department affair that distanced President
Reagan from the policy. He said
report.
comments
of those involved and
The accident was investigated
papers
being
prepared seemed
George
by Murray Police Captain
"cast
in
a
way
as to put the best
King.

McFarlane...

Dsesid Brantley

givers to Beshear hpse-kickea in a fluence policy, win contracts, jobs
bit more than $2 million an and other plums or simply have a
amount nearly identical to the receptive ear in Frankfort.
Architects, engineers, lawyers
sum that Brown's 1,102 most
generous contributors have and then: relatives have given
Beshear nearly 19 percent of the
donated.
But Brown began raising money total he has raised. Donations
in earnest only two months ago from those sources constitute
and has concentrated madly on about 12 percent of Brown's total.
Political action committees,
major donors. Beshear's fund
raising, by contrast, dates back to whose dominating presence in
some federal races has generated
mid-1985.
Brown does, however, appear to calls for reform, appear to be
be the distinctly favored candidate playing relatively minor roles in
of the wealthy. About 190 people the governor's race.
Beshear reaped more than twice
have donated the $4,000 legal maxas much money from PACs as did
imum to Brown's campaign.
Beshear received 91 contribu- Brown, but PAC support still contions of $4,000. But he, as much as stitutes less than 7 percent of his
or more so than Brown, appears to total.
Nearly a third of Beshear's PAC
be the candidate preferred by
representatives of special interest money was donated by the
groups that often do business with political arm of the Kentucky
Education Association, which has
state government.
Those groups traditionally have endorsed Beshear and represents
given generously to candidates in about 79,000 of the state's publicthe hope of later being able to in- school teachers.

grant-writing
workshops around the state and
provided assistance by phone or
letter as requested, McDonald
said, making an effort to help the
smaller districts.
By law, at least 30 percent of the
funds go to innovations proposed
by individual teachers, and 30 percent to individual schools. Individual districts are limited to no
more than $375,000 (15 percent of
the fund) in combined teacher and
school graiits.
The fund advisory committee
considered geographical distribution across the state as well as the
proposal's intent, innovation,
design, potential for continuation
and-or replication in other
districts, and technical application guidelines.
face on things and minimize the
president's role."
Reagan has said repeatedly he
did not know of a diversion of
funds.
On Nov. 25, after North was
fired from his NSC post, he and
McFarlane talked again by
telephone. "I believe he said ...
'They must have found the memo'
... I missed one," McFarlane
testified.
North's secretary, Fawn Hall,
has told the Iran-Contra independent counsel, Lawrence E. Walsh,
that she helped North shred stacks
of documents on that weekend,
just hours before National Security Council files were searched by
the Justice Department.

CBN may cut budget
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.(AP —
The Christian Broadcasting Network has suffered a dramatic drop
in donations and may have to cut
its budget because of the highly
publicized actions of fellow
evangelists, says the Rev. Pat
Robertson.
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Sweet Secrets' Cosmetic
Or Perfume Set
•A new world of glamour
for little girls *Choose
from cosmetic or
perfume assortment
•Nos 4609, 4614
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19.97

Each

Rog. 5.96

sumo* Tropical Settle
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Bath Beet
O4 styles of tub
ferry, sail, & cabin
boat
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'Pool actually holds water 'Includes 58 cseces
'Easy to assemble 'Dolls not included •No 3041
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2056

*Sturdy poly plastic
in bright colors
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Wil 'N Wacky Surf Slider
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Cabbage Petctio Sables Cabbage Patch' Kids
•Baboes come with diaper, blanket, adoption papers,
birth certificate & personality trait •No 3800
*Kids have attractive new hair styles & outfits come
with birth certificate & adoption papers •No 3900

Rag. 8.94

#)41r744
1
'Aachen* Peewit torque mOtor
UD *staroperated 6 volt high action *Shoots UP
streart
*Battery
•Powertut puisating
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to 30 feet
Seabee Mower
Flelief Mae' •Spirinirv; mutt,
bubbles
*Blows
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colored flywheel
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Super Scooter" Scooter
•12 Inch nylon reinforced mac
wheels •Front & rear caliper
brakes 'White gumwall tires
*Nylon pod *Chace of colors
LOW NMIOVARY DAV

Stoke lidos Wagon
*A big rugged plastic wagon with
a spacious bed for carrying really
big loads,
'It's 12" high, 18 long and
1 1 " wide
Reg $486
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PERSPECTIVE
Women join
the club
The U.S. Supreme Court hers' right of expressive assoended the battle of the sexes ciation," Associate Justice
over men's service clubs in Lewis Powell wrote, "that inCalifornia — in our view, in fringement is justified befavor of both men and cause it serves the state's
compelling interest in elimiwomen.
will
nating discrimination against
clubs
service
Men's
have to admit women. Pre- women."
Diehards who have resisted
sumably the women's clubs
the notion of letting women
will have to go coed, too.
The high court, in a 7-0 into their inner sanctums unopinion, upheld the right of doubtedly will see the SuCalifornia to require men's preme Court ruling as a deservice organizations to feat — a kind of breach of
admit women. The legal dis- their all-male Maginot Line.
But we're pleased to see
pute began in 1977 when Rotary International stripped that many men share our
the charter from a Rotary view that service clubs will
Club in Duarte, Calif., that al- benefit by admitting business
and professional women into
lowed women to join.
The narrow effect of the their membership. As one
Supreme Court ruling is that Kiwanis Club member we
the Rotary International will know put it, the Supreme
have to reinstate its Duarte Court ruling is "a victory for
club. Its other California Kiwanis as well as for the
clubs won't be able to contain women in our community."
Many Rotary Clubs across
the wives in the Inner Wheel,
country already are preclub.
the
auxiliary
Rotary's
the
But in a larger sense, the paring to admit women memSupreme Court has sent a bers. We hope the other sermessage to all the other large vice organizations follow suit.
international men's service Then they should try to conorganizations, including vince their internationals to
Kiwanis and Lions clubs: open up their membership
State anti-discrimination policies, rather than fight
statutes, such as California's costly, debilitating legal batUnruh Civil Rights Act, may tles in other states. If chivalapply to any large, business- ry isn't dead, men will open
the door and welcome the
oriented service group.
"Even if the Unruh Act women rather than wait for
does work some slight in- the long arm of the law to
fringement on Rotary mem- push them over the threshold.
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Garrott's Galley

Drifting along over the desert
in her first hot air balloon ride
Can you picture Charlotte Parker
drifting across an Arizona sky in a
wicker basket suspended from an
eight-story-high hot air balloon?
I had a little trouble with that
myself when I first heard about it,
but she had that experience a couple weeks or so ago. It was her first
such experience, and she
thoroughly enjoyed it.
Charlotte and husband James
were in Phoenix to accept a national customer satisfaction award
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury had
won.
The local dealership was one of
only 80 among 6,100 Ford, Lincoln
and Mercury dealers across the
U.S. and Canada to win the award,
which is considered the highest
honor a Ford Motor Company
dealership can win.
Harold A. (Red) Poling, president of the Ford Motor Company,
and a whole covey of top Ford executives were on hand to greet,
entertain and honor the winning
dealers and their wives for
something like three days.
•••
Charlotte's balloon ride was one
of the activities the'company had
lined up in the way of entertainment for Its guests. James, •
however, took a rain check on the
balloon ride, choosing instead to
play the Orange Tree Country Club
course, one of the fine championship golf lay-outs in the Phoenix
area.
"I was awake half the night
before wondering if I had done the
right thing by signing up to go up
in that thing," Charlotte laughed,
"but it was fun. I didn't realize,
though, until I got there that I'd be
riding in a wicker basket and stan-

citing up all the time, too."
In addition to the man who
operated the balloon, sending it up
with bursts from a hot air
generator above the basket, or gondola, I suppose you would call It,
there were two other couples in the
basket other than Charlotte.
They were in the air for a little
more than three hours and drifted
with the air ,
..-irrents across the
Arizona desert at heights up to 3,000
feet.
When they descended, a two-man
crew which had been following
their flight in a truck below, took
over to help the balloon operator
fold up the big deflated bag and
bring it back to its base for another
flight.
•••
The balloon ride was Charlotte's
Second flight while at the meeting.
The day before, she and James and
another couple were taken on a
small plane flight over Grand
Canyon.
It took them an hour-and-a-hall to
reach the canyon from Phoenix as
they flew along in a group of 10 of
the small planes.
According to my new Reader's
Digest Book of Facts, Grand Canyon is more than 217 miles long,
some 4 to 13 miles wide, and up to
5,300 feet deep.
It has been carved out of the
Arizona desert by the Colorado
River and its tributaries, which
flow as far as a mile below the canyon's rims. Those who spend their
time studying such marvels of
nature, say that more than 2.6
trillion cubic yards of rock were
swept away by the river in the
shaping of the canyon, but as yet no
one has ever figured out where all
that stuff went.

James and Charlotte had a spectacular view of the canyon,though,
as their plane flew along at rimlevel above most of it. Mindful of
the tragic crash of a few months
ago in which two sightseeing planes
collided above the canyon, their
pilot had them all keeping an eye
out for other planes which might
come close to them. There are
more than 200 such flights as theirs
over the canyon every day, they
were told.
The plane later landed near a
canyon-rim resort and for the next
2-% hours they had lunch and viewed the canyon from the edge.
•••
On the way to Phoenix, James
and Charlotte met another Ford
Motor Company couple from Kentucky, Arthur and Rheba Cole of
Mt. Sterling, in the Dattax airport,
and they sort of "buddied" together
throughout the Ford activities.
They were met at the airport by
Ford executives and escorted to
their hotel, the well-known The
Pointe, in time for the first of the
many organized, entertainment activities. This was a hayride and a
dinner of chicken, steak and ribs.
This was on a Sunday.
The Grand Canyon flight followed the next day, and Charlotte's
balloon trip and James' round of
golf on Tuesday before the big
awards ceremony — a tuxedo and
long dress affair — that evening.
Each couple was driven by
limousine from the hotel to the big
ballroom where the honor proceedings took place. For a few
minutes there, James stood in the
"honor spotlight" along with the
Ford president while a brief history
of the Murray dealership he and his

brothers, Joe and John, as well as
his son, David, operate was
dramatically presented over the
PA system.
At its conclusion, he was shown
the huge trophy signifying the
honor and told that a duplicate of
It would be officially presented to
the dealership in Murray at a later
date by one of the Ford officials.
•••
A couple weeks ago, one of my
early morning Sammons Bakery
friends, Joe Pat Farley, had a total
knee replacement in his right leg at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He's at his Green Plains Road
home now getting it loosened up
and walking a little more each day,
thankful it's all over and that the
gnawing pain he had known in the
leg before the surgery, which was
done by Dr. Ray Charette, is gone
now.
If you know Joe Pat — and there
are very few people around who
don't — and are out his way, which
is the old Murray-Paris Road, you
might stop by and say "hello" to
him.
Another good friend recovering
from similar surgery, although this
time a hip replacement, is Dr. Jim
Carlin. Jim coirld barely get around
before he went to St. Thomas
Hospital in Nashville for his
surgery.
The intense pain he had suffered
in the hip and his back for so long
is gone now, he says, and he gets
around beautifully with just the use
of a cane.
"And I'll be throwing this thing
away in a couple of weeks!" he
smiled.
Isn't it wonderful what the
surgeons can do these days!

Letters To The Editor

DOE official defends budget cutbacks

Lookhig Back

•

Ten years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources has
filed a suit against the City of Murray demanding a $5,052.48 payment for a fish kill here last fall.
Ruble E. Smith who retired in
1974 after 35 years as a faculty
member and departmental chairman will deliver an address,
"Courage for Caring" at 54th spring graduation at Murray States
University on May 14.
The Stella Stars won first place
In club act and Michelle Jarrett
won first in specialty act at
Calloway County 4-H Variety
Show held at North Calloway
Elementary.School.

Raymond Sims, a senior at Murray High School, has signed to a
full-ride basketball scholarship at
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
Hail and high winds hit Murray
and Calloway County last might
about 8:45 and left extensive
damage to homes, cars, tobacco
plant beds, tobacco, wheat, and
telephone and electric lines.
Lacresia Adams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Adams, is
valedictorian, and Susan
Williams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hilton Williams, is
salutatorian of 1977 senior class at
Calloway County High School.
Maurice Ronald Christopher,
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Christopher, received his Juris
Doctor degree at College of Law of
University of Kentucky on May 8.
New officers of Hazel School
Parent-Teacher Association are
Gene Orr Miller, Mrs. James
Alton, Mrs. Walter Byers and Mrs.
J.B. Dover.
North Marshall beat Murray
High School for championship of
Fourth District Baseball
Tournament.
Thirty years ago
Ste officers of Murray and
-Groves of Woodmen Circle
honored at a banquet on May
1 at Murray Woman's Club
House. Murrayans honored-were
Loretta Culver, B. Wall Melugint
Genora Hamlett, Oneida Boyd and
Goldia McKeel Curd.
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Bisbee's Comedians will present
their tent show on May 13 at South
Fourth and Sycamore Streets.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bolen.
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Elected as officers of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Graves Hendon,
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Milton Lassiter of Holcomb
Chevrolet Co. has compleged
training at Bear Manufacturing
's Automotive Safety
Cotn
Service Schoot, Rock Wand, M.

Dear Mr. Apperson:
faced in assembling the 1988 budget
Publisher, Ledger & Times,
was to make the necessary savings
This is in response to your letter while, at the same time, maintainaddressed toPresident Reagan con- ing essential Federal programs
cerning the President's proposed and encouraging needed education
fiscal year 1988 budget for educa- reform. In making these opportion and, in particular, vocational tunities for the poor, the disadvaneducation.
taged, the handicapped, and
Although funding for education children of limited Englishis, and always has been, primarily speaking ability: benefit children
the responsibility of State and local at the elementary and secondary
governments, the Department of levels; improve the quality of
Education is committed to improv- American education; and teach
ing American education and will basic academic and literacy skills.
continue to provide national leaderQuality vocational and job trainship and support programs that
programs are an important
ing
opeducational
equal
help ensure
portunity and improved educa- part of the Nation's system of
tional quality. The Department's education. Virtually every school
total budget annually contributes district in the country offers vocaless than seven percent of total na- tional education opportunities for
students. By discontinuing Departtional education- spending.
The President's 1988 request of ment of Education funding, we
$14.0 billion for the Department of would not be weakening vocational
Education helps to meet the outlay education. The Department's contargets set by the Gramm- tribution is a tiny portion of the enRudman-Hollings Balanced Budget tire vocational education enterand Emergency Deficit Control Act prise. In fact, State and local
of 1985. This legislation signalled governments spend about $12 for
that the President and Congress every Department of Education
are serious about the need to put an dollar spent on vocational educaend to deficit spending. The task we tion. Vocational education pro-

Women an important link in Civitan International chain
interest in becoming involved in
such worthwhile projects.
The men and women of Civitan
work together to provide service
while enjoying the fellowship of
persons with common interests
and, at the same time, gain
valuable knowledge about their
community and the world.
On an international level,
Civitan is the premier sponsor of
the 1987 International Summer
Special Olympic games.

Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the recent news coverage concerning
women in service clubs.
The "Big Three" of service
clubs are continuing to receive
much press coverage surrounding
the debate over allowing women to
join and carry full membership.
We are happy to point out that
while this controversy brew, the
sixth largest service club
organization, Civitan International, obeserves these activities
with interest. In 1874, Civitan International voted to admit women
to the organization. Civitan has
continued to grow and today- includes 1,100 clubs in eight

Dear Editor:
I would like to express my opinion on our national space program. Our government should pay
more attention to our problems on
Earth Instead of trying to put a
man on Mars before Russia does.
What good is a program to put people in other planets if no one can afford the shuttle trip?
I would like to quote a line from
a popular song — "Sign '0 The
Times" by Prince. The song states,
"Sister killed her baby 'cause she
couldn't afford to feed it and we're

13-member International Board of
Directors and 12 of our 39 district
governors are women. The rise of
female leadership in the organization is a result of the potential that

the "Big Three" overlook.
In Murray,our club, the Murray
Civitan Club, works with the mentally retarded and physically handicapped and participates in many
project.'aimed at improving the
gaanly *at Ufa bi our community.
We accept female members and
vetoes*same who would like to
apply tar membership who has an

sending people to the moon." It's
true. People are starving in our
country as well as others and all
because a group of highly-educated
scientists think they can find life on

•
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Opening our membership to
women over 10 years ago has
given Civitan International the
views and talents of concerned
citizens, both male and female,
and has certainly improved the
quality of our organization.
Sincerely,
Wayne M. Williams
Publicity Chairman
Murray Civitan Club
307 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Government's priorities questioned

countries.
This year, two members of our

Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs. James
Blalock and Mrs. Graves Sledd.

rror

grams now receive substantial support from other Federal as well as
non-Federal sources. For example,
the Department of Education supports loans to students receiving
vocational education at postsecondary institutions; the Department of Labor spends about $3.2
billion on job training programs;
and corporations spend about $30 to
$40 billion on training programs for
their employees.
The decision to phase-out direct
Department of Education support
for vocational education was a difficult one. However, current budget
circumstances, as well as the
substantial dollars spent on vocational training from other sources,
made it even more difficult to
justify our continuing to provide
direct categorical funding in this
area.
Thank you for writing and letting
us know your views.
Sincerely,
Bruce M. Carnes
Deputy Under Secretary
United States Department of
Education
400 Maryland Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

•

other planets. What about the life
on our planet? Is the dust and ash
on the moon more important than
a human child with a bloated
stomach and arms the size of
toothpicks? Sure, the first man on
the moon was a great triumph for
us. But thar*lnajor" discovery
hasn't even slightly affected our
lives on Earth. For all of you who
turn away at the sight of a starving child on television, yet smile
with pride as you watch the Space
Shutttle take off on a new mission,
don't you think there is aomething
drastically wrong?
Sincerely,
Lesia Nesbitt
Murray, Kentucky
MMS 8th Grader
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Coming community events are announced
Taseday,May 13
All persons interested in reunion
of New Concord School are asked
to meet at 7 p.m. at Rudy's
Restaurant.
ToughLove, support group for
parents of "problem"
adolescdts, will meet at? p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1630
Main St. For information call
763-24416, 486-3661 or 7511-4173.

BARBERSHOP JAMBOREE - The Melody Maken Chords and Quartet will be one of the groups featured in
Barbershop Jamboree,'powered by Frost Porch Swing women's barbershop chorus of Murray, as Thursday, May 14,a* 7:39 p.m. in Old Recital Hall Awes, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. The
Melody Makers composed of women from Graves Cotaty was founded by Pat Slayden in 1989. Other directors
have been Debbie Moore, Wasik Mislead and AsgeiaVuqua with an increased interest by at least 31 women •
secretaries, aurses,school teschen and homemakers. An "Afterglow" will follow the jamboree in the lounge
on the first floor. This is free and open to the public.

Hospital lists babies, dismissals
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, May
8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Brashears baby boy, parents.
Dottie and Jeffrey, P.O. Box 986,
Cadiz.
Dismissals
Paul T. Copeland, 134...1„Murray; Paul E. Loge!, 2210 Quill
Creek Dr., Murray; James R.
EWott, Rt. 1, Springville, Term.;
Mrs. Dorothy L. McGee, Rt. 5,
Box 737, Murray; Vernon F.
Williams, 709 Sycamore St., Murray; Steven R. Harper, Rt. 5, Box
1055, Murray;
Frank A. Kaiser, Rt. 8, Box 890,
Murray: Henry H. Wilson, 1616

Magnolia Dr., Murray; Buron
Rogers, Rt. 1, Puryear. Tenn.;
Joe P. Fariet. 8, Box 1135,
Murray; Mrs. Mis Miller, 319
Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs. Lula B.
Cathey, 1612 Main St., Murray
Mrs. Z. Christine Beaver,
Lakeland Wesley VWage, Benton;
Mrs. Mary K Conley, Rt. 5, Box
1258, MurraY; Mrs..Elta L. Pace,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Leroy G. Algier I expired Rt. 1.
Box 340, Dexter.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Mway-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
May 9, have been released as
follows:

Homemakers Club meets
Jean Pipher presented a lesson
about "Wellness. A Positive Approach" at. the April meeting of
Pottertown Homemakers Club at
Holiday Inn.
The landscape notes on "How To
Start Camellias" were given by
Bobbie Cook. Mary Gertzen gave

the devotion with reports by
Lavine Carter and Mary Moore.
Louise Short, president, presided.
Also present were Kay Carlson,
Lottie Hurt, Anita Purvis and Dolly Lorenz.
The club will meet Wednesday
at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn.

Gay home scene of meeting
. Mary Davis presided at the
April meeting of New Concord
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Sallie Gay. Barbara
French gave the devotion from
Luke 24:11.
The lesson on "Increased
Storage Space" was given by
Hazel Matthai. Reports were
given by Mrs. Matthai and Betty
Kirkenmeier.
Members answered the roll call
with "What is your favorite
flower?" Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Gay

Others present were Millie
Graves and Opal Prince,
members, and Kim McFarland
and new baby girl.
The club will meet Wednesday
at 1 p.m. m the home of Mrs
Matthai.

We're Glad
You Asked

Martha Wrablik presided at
April meeting of Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at Ellis
Center. The club voted to give 625
to the Ellis Center in appreciation
of using the center.
The major lesson on "Wellness:
A Positive Approach" was given
by Hattie Lee Galloway. Elizabeth
Parks gave the devotion on scripture from Luke 24:1-11.
Gene Wra,ffret -read the news letter on "Positive thinking and Your
Health." Anna Lou Jones told
about "Fiber in your Diet" and
directed the recreation.
After a sack lunch,
refreshments were served by Mrs
Wrather and Mrs. Wrablik
The club will go to Cypress Springs for lunch on Wednesday.

"I Don't Know
What To flay..."
Does the question of knowing the "proper" thing to say
at the visitation keep you from
going to a wake or funeral? It
shouldn't!
Your appearance at a wake
or funeral is always a support
and expression of love to the
bereaved. The words you express as you embrace or extend the clasp-of-hand can add
a sincere feeling of warmth
and concern - but the words
aren't nearly as Important as
your "just being there."
Here art some expressions
you might consider:
"John was such a fine person. I will miss him."
"My warmest sympathy to
you and the family."
"Mary was such a dear
friend."
"Mary enjoyed life and
shared her joys so often with
others."
You may find it easier to say
these words of comfort if you
practice them beforehand
when
you
are
alone.
Sometimes just healing
yourself may the words out loud
makes t/lini-easter to express
to others.

'
•
•
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The Miller
Funeral Homes
sli North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel

Harris Grove
Club meets at
Ellis Center

Newborn admission
Vandyke baby boy, parents,
Canids and Eddie, ttt. 1, Box 177A,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissal;
Mrs. Tamra Jane Pritchard and
baby girl, Box 279, Mayfield; Mrs.
Deborah Mason Laird and baby
girl, Box 277, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lisa C. Williams and haby
boy. Tr. 32, Lone Oak Tr. Park,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss Janice Turner,
1659 Ryan Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Donna G. Warden, Box 657,
Martin, Tenn.; Miss Karrie L.
Woodward, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Justin
L. Bonnell, Rt. 1, Box 162,
Gilbertsville;
Alan R. Jones, 208 Elm St., Murray; Herchel Ronnie Bryan, Rt. 6,
Box 60-C. Murray; Mrs. Myrtle M.
Vandyke, 193 Story Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Hassie Mae West, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Cardelle V.
Waldrop. 1311 Olive Blvd.-,
rray; Mac L. Porter, 712 McCain
bell St., Paris, Tenn.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, May
10, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wimberley baby boy, parents,
Tammy and Michael, Rt. 1, Box
59, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Green baby girl, parents,
Valerie and Chad, 916 North 16th
St., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Patty L. Mahoney and
baby boy, MSL' Football Office,
Murray; Mrs. Verna M. Lax, 1304
Overbey. Murray:
Mrs. Jo E. McDougal, 1006
Payne St., Murray; David E.
Heathcott, 1511 Henry St., Murray; Mrs. Rose L. Sheely, 1111
South 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Karen Sue Paul, Rt. 6, Box
353-A-2. Murray;James Samuel
Conley. Rt. 1, Box 413, Sedalia;
Mrs. Crystal L. Kane, Box 36,
Wickliffe.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
---Sons of Confederate Veterans of
Purchase Area will meet at 7 p.m.
In basement of Graves County
Public Library, Mayfield.
Lost Chord Club will meet at 7
p.m. in classroom 3 of Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
---Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray High School Band banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of school.
---4of First ChrisGroups of CWF
tian Church will meet as follows: I
at 10 a.m. with Mrs. Walt Apperson; III at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
David Roos; IV at 12 noon at
Fellowship Hall of church.
---Wednesday,May 13
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Hazel Community Center which

Weakeaday,May 1$

Wedeseday,May 13
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
---Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for senior
citizens' activities.
---Presidents' Day of Paris
District of United Methodist
Church Women will be at 10:30
a.m. at First Church, Dresden,
Tenn.

p.m.; Prayer meeting and Youth
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.
---Board of Murray Spouse Abuse
will meet at 12:30 p.m. at
Pagliars.
---Homemakers Clubs will meet as
follows: Pacers at 9:30 a.m. and
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn; New Concord at 1 p.m. at home of Hazel
Matthai; Harris Grove at Cypress
Springs Restaurant.
---Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.
---Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 11:45 a.m.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story House
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Registration for Summer
Children's French and Spanish
Language Program will be at
Calloway Public Library.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at church.
---Mid-week Bible Study, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends will
meet at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
---Business meeting, Youth Bible
Study, GAs, RAs and Mission
Friends will be at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include choir rehearsal at 6:30 p.m. and Session
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
--Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
---Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan with
Juletta Christopher at 7 p.m.;
Hannah with Cheryl Naulty and
Ruth Wilson with Joyce Fortin at
7:30 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 10
a.m.; Fellowship Supper at 5:30

Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Parenting Class will be from 7 to
9 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

DATEBOOK

Thursd- ay, May 14
Calloway County LaLeche
League will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Barbara Kilby, 408 North
Slicth St. For information call
759-1647.
---Compassionate Parent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
Persons are asked to note change
of date.
---Men's Stag Night with Dewain
Gibbs as chairman will be at Murray Country Club.

Parent group meeting Thursday
Compassionate Parent Support Group will meet Thursday, May 14,
at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. A tape on the "Grief of Divorce" from a tape copied
m a VCR series by Rev. Qingbell will be presented. This group is
open to-OIArents-whe have lost a child or young adult through sudden death. For more information call Lillian Robertson, coordinator,
at 753-3381, who urges all interested persons to note the early date of
the meeting this month.

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will
play Thursday, May 14, at 9:30 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is
as follows: Court One - Emmy Edwards, Rainey Apperson, Andrea
Hogancamp and Sharon Wells; Court Two - Sheila Farmer, Sharon
Brown, Lois Keller and Brenda Marquardt; Court Three - Nancy
Whitmer, Marilyn Adkins, Frances Hulse and Kathy Kopperud.

Front Porch Swing Barbershop
Jamboree wW start at 7:30p.m. in
Old Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
This is free and open to the public.
---Registration for Summer
Children's French and Spanish
Language Program will be at
CBI19way Publiclibrary.
---St. Leo's 55 Club will meet at 8
a.m. in parking lot of St. Leo's
Catholic Church to go to Jackson,
Tenn. For information call
753-80108 or 753-2792.

Church Circle plans meeting
Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet Wednesday, May 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
Donna Whitfield and Vicki Crafton will be programl leaders.
Hostesses will be Carolyn Parks and Dawn Olsen.

LaLeche League plans meeting
Calloway County LaLeche League will meet Thursday, May 14, at 7
p.m. in the home of Barbara Kilby, 406 North Sixth St., Murray.
Anyone interested in breiustfeeding is invited to come. Also babies
are welcome. For more information call Stephanie Peacock,436-2227
or Barbara Hinderliter, 436-2122, LLL leaders; or Chris Harrison,
759-1647, resource and transportation.

Your Individual Horoscope

Fraftces Drake

ARIES

(Cont'd on page 5)
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ing with co-workers and partners. A VIRGO
CAPRICORN
Apr I!!
plea.sant surprise, however, is in store (Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
1 Dec 22 toJan 19)
)ilt ii reach agreemenis •for you after dark.
It s
Small differences could arise with
There are some dissatisfactions
at., kill finam ial matters now Negotia
others. Try not to make comments with your social life now, hut you
CANCER
I )11
,hog ‘1,,V411 i% et little thing!" Late
which could be interpreted as critic
(June 21 to July 22)
may plan a special surprise for a
night sorprisingh, hrings romance
Behind-the-scenes efforts begin to ism. Unexpected company is a nice loved one tonight. Stay clear of
TAl RI S
pay off for your career. An offbeat respite from the routine
people who want to waste your time
AprIt,, m aN 211 1
assignment could come now. A minor LIBRA
AQUARIUS
I lUill get on each other's
PM,
tiff could occur with either a child or (Sept. 23 to(ict. 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
t
ltiStead of trying to settle
a friend
Some financial juggling may be
Impromptu meetings of a pleasur
liange the pace Candlelight LEO
necessary. Advice given now may he able kind are in store for you today
most( v. ill promote together
1.July 23 do Aug '223
taken the wrong way. Partnership Some career matters may remain
pes.
Its hard to keep everyone happy affairs are exciting. Romance comes muddied A friend is on a different
EM IN I
both at home and on the Job. The to the eligible.
wavelength
'I t,, lune 20;
wrong casual remark could offend a SCORPIO
PISCES
MOP
%I ino .r ,iggra‘ at n Ins ould make higher-up. Nighttime hours may bring ((lct. 23 to
Nov. 21)
GOE (Feb.19 to Mar. 2(t)
wow
mg workiLi Avoid bicker- a new romance.
The spirit of the day is compromAn unexpected career offer comes
ise. You'll just have to work out your I', you now You'll be aware of a
difficulties in a cooperative manner. difference in standards between you
A surprise financial opportunity and am it her Still. live and let live
comes tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
iDAY, you are creative
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
and practical. but sometimes have
Don't let someone's insensitivity difficulty in reconciling these qualiget to you. The morning doldrums ties You need a home, but you must
give way to exciting times after dark. guard against a tendency to he
Impromptu entertainments are a lot stubborn or dictatorial in dealings
of fun.
with close ties
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Collins proclaims 'Small Business Week'

MSU grad recalls lucky break
Christ, but noted that his involvement at the Baptist Student Union
on campus and First Baptist
Church in Murray has helped him
to grow in his faith.
The Murray State senior said
that as he matured spiritually he
felt a call into the ministry and in
1983 changed his major to speech in
preparation for seminary and
preaching.
"I'm still working through some
aspects of the call," Williams said.
"Murray has been a good place to
listen for the call into ministry."
He added that he believes he will
begin work on his seminary degree
"within the next year, if God continues to lead in that direction."
His interest in working in the
mission field seems to complement
his current major at Murray State,
nursing.
A
self-described
"Average-to-below-average student," Williams utilized his aptitude in mathematics and science
and,"with the help of the Lord," he
will graduate with honors with a
3.48 grade point average.
The undergraduate nursing
degree program at Murray State
has met the needs in Williams' life
in a number of ways, he noted.
"The faculty has always been
very supportive; demanding, but
supportive," he said. "Also, there
are a number of other adult
students who are married, and we
have gained support from each
other."
He described the quality of the
courses and faculty at Murray
State as "the best anywhere. It
hasn't been easy to earn a degree,
but I know that it's not a shallow
degree, either. I feel very well
prepared to practice my profession."

PAGES
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Governor Martha Layne Collins has proclaimed May 19-18 as Small Business Week is honor of
's
80,989 small businesses. Joining Governor Collins at the signing ceremony were Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Webb,
left, Bowling Green, Gino Uccellini, district director of the Small Business Administration, Louisville, and
Secretary of Commerce Carroll Knicely, right. Webb is the 1981 Kentucky Small Businessperson of the year.

Glenn Williams, a senior nursing major at Murray State University, shows versatility by answering one
question in person and another on the telephone from his post at the information desk in the Curtis Center.

Being in the right place at the
right lime is a saying that can be
applied to Glenn D. Williams, a
member of the 1987 spring
graduating class at Murray State
University.
A native of Ithaca, N.Y.,
Williams was about to be discharged from the U.S. Navy when he
paid his first visit to Murray State
in November 1981. Coincidentally,
advance registration for the 1982
spring semester was going on the
day of his visit, "so I registered for
my classes the same day I was accepted," he recalled.
The campus's proximity to Union
City, Tenn., where his aunt and uncle. June and Howard Martin, live
helped him decide to attend Murray State.
"I knew I didn't want to go baek
to Ithaca," he said. "I was
somewhat familiar with the school
from visiting my aunt and uncle,
and Murray just seemed like the
right place to be."
He received his discharge from
the Navy in January 1982, flew to
Memphis and drove to Murray, arriving one week into the spring
semester. Based on the positive influence of some early teachers, he
declared elementary education as
his major.
Less than a month after he arrived on campus, Williams said he
reached a turning point in his life
that affirmed for him that he was
in "the right place."
"I committed my life to Jesus
Christ," he stated. "I realized that
in my first 25 years I had not found
fulfillmeht-or contentment in any
area of my self-directed life. Consequently, I gave up the control of
my life to Jesus Christ."
Williams doesn't credit any one
person with helping to lead him to
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Noting that over 50 percent of all
private sector workers in Kentucky
are employed by small businesses,
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has proclaimed May 10-16 as Small
Business Week in Kentucky.
"As we seek to bring maximum
growth and development to Kentucky," Gov. Cbllins said, "it is imperative that we focus upon all sectors of the business community.
Small businesses play a crucial

A strong Christian faith and a
diploma are not the only things that
Williams will take with him as he
graduates from Murray State. He
and his wife, Kathy, daughter of
David and Martha Floyd of
Calhoun, met on the MSU campus.
"It (their meeting)is another example of being in the right place at
the right time," Williams commented."Kathy ha been considering going to schoont the Universt"
ty of Kentucky and she was offered
a John Wesley Carr Scholarship at
Murray State. If she hadn't received that scholarship, she wouldn't
have come to Murray and she and
I wouldn't have met."
Mrs. Williams graduated from
MSU with a degree in business in
1986. The couple plans to remain in
their on-campus apartment
through the summer while
Williams works in the Coronary
Care Unit(CCU) at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
One thing Williams will leave
behind at Murray State is his post
at the information desk in the Curds Center.
"I've been answering questions
for five years," he said with a
smile. "It has been a really good
job for me, personally and financially. I've bees able to watch
much of the campus walk by and
I've had the opportunity to work
with some really fantastic people in
the Curls Center."
His experiences at Murray State,
academic and personal, have shed
a whole new light on his life, he
said.
"A college degree is something I
never thought was possible for my
life. When other people see that I
can do it, maybe they will see the
possibilities for their lives, too."

role in our economy, and will be an
increasing source of new jobs and
new investments in the years
ahead."
According to Gov. Collins, some
97 percent of Kentucky businesses
have fewer than 100 employees and
85 percent have fewer than 20
employees.
In connection with Small
Business Week, Gov. Collins also
honored Johnny Webb, Bowling

Green, who has been named 1987
"Small Businessperson of the
Year" by the Small Business
Administration.
Webb is owner of Southern School
Supply, a wholesale distributor of
school supplies. Started by Webb in
his home in 1972, the business now
occupies some 28,400square feet of
office and warehouse space, and
has 46 employees.

Girl Scouts fromlroop 318, Murray,participated recently in planting flowers at the entrance to Mulberry Flat
Road in Land Between the Lakes. Pictured from left, standing, are Hedi Hill, Beth Vance, Leader Marie Forrester, Shawn& Thompson, Annie Forrester, Erin Owen,Kasel Hill, Christy White,seated, Alan Forrester and
Heather Hill. For more information about volunteer opportunities write to Volunteer Program Coordinator,
Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. 42231 or call (502) 924-5802 ext. 291. (TVA Photo by Denise
Sclunittou).

Events...
((bard from page 4)
Thursday, May 14
Murray-Calloway Swim Team
will practice at 3:30 p.m. at Murray State University pool.
————
Honors Assembly will start at 2
p.m. at Murray High School.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building of First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
eetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Projects of industrial arts
students from junior and senior
high schools will be on display
from 9 a.m. to noon with an
awards ceremony at noon in Curtis Center Ballroom, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6910.
————
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Dexter Homemakers Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter
Center.
————
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10&m.to 2p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Events In Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1890; Sirrivalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Daughter Hopes to Win Back
Parents She Lost in Marriage
DEAR ABBY: My parents will be
celebrating their 25th anniversary
this summer and my brothers and
sister are planning a big surprise
party for them. My sister has
requested $500 from my husband
and n$e for our share of the expense& I want to be in on the party,
but my husband has flatly refused
for the following reason: My parents haven't spoken to us in four
months because one month before
the wedding my fiance and I moved
in together. My parents disapproved
but they never asked me not to.
Prior to our living together, both
my parents and my husband's
parents had agreell to go 50-50 on
our wedding expenses. Suddenly,
one month before the wedding, my
parents cut off all communication
with us and refused to pay for half
of the wedding.
I was very hurt because we
always had a fairly good relationship. Also, my fiance and I had to
come up with $3,000 for our wedding
at the last minute. To top it off, my
folks didn't even give us a wedding
gift.
I realize I've hurt them, but I'm
really hurting now. I have tried
numerous times to make up with
them, but they won't even speak to
me. I'm praying that if my husband
and I participate in the party, we
can all get back together again. I
need your help fast, because my
sister is waiting for my answer.
BROKENHEARTED BRIDE

enough to be married, you are
old enough to choose your own
lifestyle. I don't deny their right
to disapprove, but to have punished you as they have is inexcusable and heartless. Forget
trying to "buy" your way back
in their good graces. It may take
a grandchild, but I'm betting
they'll come around eventually.

Tuesday

* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am on a weight.
reduction program and all my
friends know how hard I've worked
to lose 50 pounds, but, Abby, this
one says,"Oh,just one piece of cake
or pie won't hurt," then somebody
else says, "Please taste this dessert
— you don't have to eat the whole
thing."
Abby, please tell your readers to
support anyone who is trying hard
to lose weight — especially for
health reasons. I've had serious
knee surgery, and my doctor says if
I gain back the weight I've lost, my
surgery will have been in vain.
Thanks for listening.
TRYING HARD
IN NORTH CAROLINA
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May 26 Election Day!

Brereton Jones
Democrat for Lt. Governor

DEAR TRYING: Many wellmeaning hosts and hostesses
fail to realize that "one little
taste" can trigger one's craving
for sugar, getting a person off
on an eating binge that can last
for days.
A good friend will encourage,
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: 1 not sabotage, a friend's diet.
vote with your husband.I see no
•••
point in participating in a party
for people who won't even
speak to you. Your parents
fro get Abby's booklet,"How to Be
appear to be very rigid and Popular: You're Never Too Young or
unfeeling to have out you out of Too Old."seed trebeek or11110841131 order
$2.50 and • less. stamped (119
their lives as they have. You for
meta), oelf-eddre
envelope to:
don't say how old you and your Deer Abby, Popularity, P.O. Bei 447.
husband are, but if you're old Bourg Morris, Ill. 410944
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Brereton Jones for
Lt. Governor:

As Lt. Governor,
Brereton Jones will
fight for:

• Kentucky farmer
•successful
businessman

• more jobs
• improved education
• saving family farms
•"Made in Kentucky"
products
• affordable health care

• statewide leader in
educational and
health care reform

New leadership for Kentucky
Paid to'
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Jones Lieutenant Governor R Etruce Carothers Treasurer
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Beth Broach coagratniates Richard Thornton, of Mn.Carter's clam
for his fund-raising high of oNer

Back row (1 to r): Kevin Farris portrayed Billy the Kid; Patrick
Gray as U.S. Grant; Mitzi Elides as Elton John; Laura Luciano as
Florence Nightingale; Michelle Thomas as Franklin D. Roosevelt;
front row: Michael Stubblefield as Magic Johnson; Jason Barnard as
Danny Mite; and Jamey McDaniel as Larry Byrd.
IMMAiss•-•4
AllOrsr.s.

Pictured left to right are Dada Altos, Elea Uddberg, Albert Byrd,
Mitch Tidwell, Beth Broach, sad inns LaFollette. Not pictured is
Richard Thornton.

Left to right: Michelle Bybee chose Jane Fonds; Erica Burkeen as
Eleanor Roosevelt; Kevin O'Dell as Buffalo Bill; and Richard Hutchess as Sam Colt.

Students jump into good health
Carter and Rdbertson Elementary students have a heart when it
comes to the American Heart
Association and jump their way into good health.
Second, third and fourth-grader
students were recently honored
for their participation and effort in
'Jump Rope for Your Heart"
event held in February.
Beth Broach, coordinator and
physical education teacher, said
the event was sponsored by
pledges to support each child's
jump-rope activity.

Murray Elementary raised over
$2,422-to help the American Heart
Association to fund its research,
education, and community programs in our state.
Broach invited Irma LaFollette,
chairman of the Calloway County
Heart Fund, to award each participant with a certificate of appreciation and a jump rope.
The top six jump-rope winners
were presented with special prizes
ranging from shoe laces, tee
shirts, and book bags to sports
watches.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times."Please
direct your questions and comments about area public schools to the
Murray City Schools (753-4313) or the Calloway County Public
Schools (753-28113).

It's Garden Time Again!

Back row: Pack Wing Wong, Hong Kong, Sante (Dennis) Vichithandha and Onsiri Paladesh, Thailand; middle row, Katherine Cofer,
Carroll Love Cluistopber, Beth Brockway, Keisa Bennett, Sarah
McNeary; front row, Megan Harrington, Emma Shaw, Summer
Robersoo, Michael Boone.

Kristol Boswell chose Annie Oakley; Jeremy Grogan as Marcus
Allen; Tim Young as Isiah Thomas, and Trish Bandarra chose
Dorothy Hamill.

The "world" •is focus of afterschool
The "world" has been the focus
of a series of afterschool classes
conducted at Carter Elementary
this spring.
Featured here are sone of the

elementary students who have
participated in the class, plus
some of the international students
from Murray State University who
have presented classes.

21 different varieties of
frozen Frosty Acres Vegetables
Purple Hull

Peas

20 lb

APR
Financing

$ 1 599

Baby

Limas

(24 months)
20 lb

699

$1

Tobie Mays portrayed Debby Boone; Heather Post as Pocahontas;
Jeremy McKee as Moses Malone; Angela Melvin as Hank Aaron.

Reading is fun

Blackeye

Peas

20 lb. $ 1 799

Wades Creek
Lean & Tender

Country Sausage.lb. $

59

The 1988 Renault Medallion
Sleek and Contemporary.
Spacious and Accommodating.
Agile and Responsive.

Field's

Wieners

lb

$ 1 69

Beef

225-300 lb.
lb $
39
No Charge for cutting, wrapping or freezing

Ground Beef Patties

$1

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

Sides of

14 lb. 100%

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

946

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753- 1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-

Come By For A Test Drive

CAIN'S AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.
7634448

V,RENAULT'4

lisioty bap son Mum

East Calloway Elementary
students have discovered that
reading is more enjoyable when
bookspe presented in a variety of
ways.
Mrs. Debbie Ernstberger,
librarian, introduced students in
kindergarten through sixth grade
to Caldecott award-winning books.
Each student in fifth and sixth
grade classes gave a book talk to
the first and second-grade
students. Sixth-grade students
also participated in oral Newbery
and biography book reviews. Each
student selected a personality and
portrayed that individual in dress
and an informative monologue.

Steve
Trevathan, M.D.
— Standing Stable —
— Moving Forward —
— Working For Murray —

City Courial Eloctions
May 28, 1987
lity
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c,4
Shupe draped a python around his neck to demonstrate the length of
the python.

t--

Students from East Calloway Elementary School attending the
"Youth Arts Festival" were (top row, left to right): WNW Cooper,
Rob Binford, Leah Banat, Calle Bates, and chaperone Marjorie
Grady; (middle row) Brian, Cline, Laura Luciana, Lemma McCoy,
Erica Rowlett, Erica Burkeen, and Mike Elkins; (bottom row) Matt
Perry, Timothy McDaniel, Eric McKee, Jason Leet, and Ashley
Cleaver.

Students attend art festival
Fifteen students from East
Calloway Elementary School attended the "Youth Arts Festival"
at Murray State University. These
students were chosen by Sandy
Sasso, artist in residence, and Linda Stalls, music instructor.
They were chosen because of
musical, acting, dancing, artistic,
or other creative abilities. They
attended two assembly programs,
a story-telling session, and a

workshop of their interest.
A highlight of the program was a
slide presentation of scenes during
the day's events.
Youth Arts Festivals are an
outreach program of the Kentucky
Center forthe Arts. This program
was a cooperative venture between Calloway County Schools
and Murray State University in
promoting the Fine Arts in
Western Kentucky.

National Merit Scholar
Holly Barnes, daughter of Cynthia and Tanny Barnes, and Wesley
England,son of Jo Beth and Larry England, help Scott Shupe with the
reptile demonstration at Southwest.

Calloway County's Vena Crum was recently selected as a winner of
a college-sponsored merit scholarship by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC). She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Crum of Route 1, Almo. She received a scholarship, ranging between
$1,000 and $8,000 for four years, sponsored by the University of
Louisville. Crum, who plans to make a career in the field of
languages, is involved in many activities at OCHS. She has been a
member of the speech team for three years,a state-wide district win.
ner in LD debate,a member of the national forensics league,earning
such degrees of merit as honor, excellence and distinction; and the
point secretary of the local forensics chapter. Crum is the captain of
the academic team,a four-year Beta Club member,a member of the
Foreign Language Club for two years,the Kentucky Junior Academy
of Science for two years, and she has also been honored as a governor's scholar. Crum has been an Ambassador of Academic Excellence, a honoree of the local Rotary Club, and a Student of the
Month.

Here Shupe shows a legless lizard.

Naturalist visits Southwest

Students at North Calloway Elementary recently participated in a
month-long Spellathon. The event was sponsored by the Calloway
County Elementary Schools and the Association for Childhood
Education International, Murray State University. The goal of the
event was to increase spelling skills and to raise funds for each
homeroom. The students raised $1,029.10 and 60 percent of the
amount stayoln the homeroom fund for classroom use.

The students raising the most money In each grade won small boom
boxes. They were (top row, 1 to r) Cliris Roach, Paul Camfield, Victoria Turner, (bottom row) Heather Roach, Trisha Puckett, and
Justin Paschall (absent).

When professional naturalist
Scott Shupe asked for two brave
volunteers in the assembly program at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, Holly Barnes
and Wesley England quickly raised their hands.
Shupe placed a tree limb in their
hands and placed a snake in the
middle of the limb. This was one of
the seven reptiles Shupe showed
the Southwest audience. He told of

the dangers of the copperhead,
cottonmouth, and rattle snake in
our area and let the audience
listen to the rattling of a live rattle
snake.
Shupe lives in Graves County
and presents wildlife shows to
generate awareness and concern
for nature and wildlife. His
demonstrations as well as
entertaining.

41ree

Dennis Nall, a pre-med student at Murray State explains the use of a
microscope and slides of bacteria to Sandy Cantrell's second-grade
class at Robertson School. The class has been studying germs in
health. Nall is the father of Timmy Nall, a student in Mrs. Cantrell's
class. Students pictured are: Heather DeLancey, Robert Braden,
Robbie Nanny, Jason Eaves, Jeromey White and Mr. Nall.

to
Basic Cablevision
SAVE $10.00
plus
A Rebate check worth up to $11.25 if you
subscribe to basic or add one of our
premium channels(HBO, The Disney Channel, or Cinemax). This rebate check will be
applied to the 3rd month of your service!
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An assembly program was held on April 17 at which time prizes of
calculators, radios, and certificates were awarded to the students.
Top sinner in the Spellatbon with $164.37 was Tonya Bucy in Mrs.
Karen Goetz's first grade. Tonya won a large boom box. Winners of
calculators were determhbod by a drawing from each homeroom.
-The winners were: (bottom tow, 1 to r) Ricky Boyle, Melissa Maley,
Renae Rowland, April McKeel,Cristi Sorrels,Erica Vidmer,(middle
row) Rebecca Hargrove, David Cavitt, Mark Kendall, Bradley
Norsworthy, Thomas Wilcox, Cory Cummings, Britt Trimble, (top
row) Trisha Nelson, April Letterman, Rachel Hale, Susan Bucy,
Tyiesha Crouse, and Ceci Cavitt.

mis offer

Wow •

can Sal
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Today!
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Bel-Air Shopping Center Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m
Channel Selector is required.

Six lucky winners,one from each grade,received walk-armed radios
by non( their Name draws. They were (top row, I to r)
Roberts,Paid Candloid,Jam Witte,(bottom row)J.R. Mang,Jai.
War Wyatt, ant Any Alaninier.
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Miirmy Ledger & Times
Fourth District Tournament

Tigers, Lakers ready to face challenge

LOCAL SPORTS
•The Murray State University Meehan team closed its 1987 season
this weekend at the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in
Ftichmond.
Akron ,eliminated the 'Bred,. 20-23, wtth a 9-2 win Saturday. Jeff
Luca led the 745 offense with three hits and three RBI.
Derek Lindauer, 3-4, took the loss for MSU.
• Former Murray State
University guard Toney Ford
tallied 22 points for the West
squid in the Ta-Wa-Si Athletic
Association All-Star Game,
played in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
recently.
The West lost the game,
however, 136428, as Western
Michigan's Booker James
poured in 50 points. James was
the East squad's Most Valuable
Player. Ford and Michigan
State's Vernon Carr were named MVPs of the West team.
• Velvet Jones, Murray, is
winding down her career on the
Alabama Lady Crimson Tide
golf team.
According to coach Dick
Spybey, Jones is one of his top
veterans, thanks mainly to her
atti1ltnie—a4d strong work
habits

'rotary Ford

• Murray-Calloway Country Club is hosting a doubles tennis tournament, for members y, May 13146.
Teams for men anti women's divisions will be drawn at random out
off the-entry pool.
Entries must be received by noon Friday, May 15.
The entry fee is 65. To enter contact Bruce Payne at 753-5793 or
759-4187.

The 817-day year
Length of professional sports seasons*
Season

Length
in days
NBA [1985-86]
245
NHL [1985-86]
227
Major league baseball[1986]
204
NFL (1986)
141

By MAY MAU=
Sports Fidler
One of the few things Murray
and Calloway County's bushel'
teams have in Common is that
they are both eager to vie for the
Fourth District championship this
week.
Murray coach Cary Miller is
counting on a veteran team with
consistency throughout his lineup. Calloway coach Jack Pack is
looking at a young, streaky team
with a clear-cut strong part of the
batting order.
Both are hopeful that their tired
pitching staffs will have recovered
for the opening pitch of their
respective games.
"We took a couple of days off,"
Miller said. "The kids' arms
rested a little. You can really see a
difference.
"Some of our pitchers play other
positions when they're not pitching," he added. "It effected
their arms and legs."
Miller hasn't named his starting
pitcher for today's 4:30 p.m.
showdown with Marshall County.
, Pack said that senior Greg Futrell
will get the call in tomorrow afternoon's meeting with Mayfield and,
if the Lakers win,sophomore Greg
Lassiter will throw in Thursday's
championship.
"We're going to try to get by
with these goys as much as we
can,' said Pack, whoa team is
shooting for its third straight
regional title.
Miller will likely be throwing
senior Mark West or classmate Ed
Hendon, although he doesn't rule
out going with lefthanded juniors
Keith Payne or David Sykes.
"We're probably stick with our
seniors although we could go with
our lefthanders," he said.
Murray, 1440, has played one of
the more rigorous schedules in the

P.J. Chadwick provided most of
Calloway County's runs and Christy Darnell shut down the Mayfield
bats as the Lady Lakers downed
the Lady Cardinals 6-5 yesterday,
advancing to the finals of the
Fourth District softball tourna-

Chicago Tnbune Graphic'Source Chicago Tribune news reports
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FASTENING CENTER

10 runs every game," Pack said,
adding that Calloway will rely
greatly on good hasertuming and
the home run.
Murray's hitting has been fairly
consistent throughout the line-up
with some new-found life in the bat
of first baseman Mark Miller, who
went 2-2 In Murray's finale with
Madisonville.
If James Payne, who led last
year's team in home runs as a
freshman, can find his stick, added to the hot bats of Hendon, West
and designated hitter Chip Adkins,
Miller believes the offense will be
very strong.
However, Miller and Pack
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stress the need for good defense,
with the abscence of dominating
pitching.
The tournament will be hosted
by Murray High School at Ty
Holland Field. Admission to each
game is $1.
Murray and Calloway beat their
opening round opponents during
the regular season, but the most
obvious similarity in the clubs is
their confidence entering the
tournament.
"We're really confident. We're
going to be alright," Pack said.
"I really believe that we're
ready to play," Miller said. "We
feel like we can win it."

and sixth inning to overtake
Mayfield. Calloway meets Marshall County, at 4:30 p.m. today, in
the championship round.
Marshall County, which has a
3-1 record over the Lady Lakers in
the regular season, routed Murray
High 24-1.
Miller, Wallace, Darnell and
Holly Cherry got a hit apiece for
the Lady Lakers. Cherry scored
the game-winning run.

CCHS golfers beat Mayfield
Calloway County's golf team
downed Mayfield yesterday,
159-161, improving its record to
8-5.
Alan Cothran was the medalist
for Calloway, firing a 36.
Phillip Bryan shot a 37, David
McCuiston and Trevor Coleman
43s, Patrick Gupton a 45 and Adam
Chambers a 51.
The Leiters host Lyon County today, before meeting Marshall
County in boys and girls competition at Kentucky Dam.
Calloway County is preparing
itself for regionals. The girls'
regional tournament is slated for
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and Angie Miller reached on errors setting up run-scoring singles
by Kim Shelton and Nora Garland
as Calloway narrowed the gap to
5-4.
Mayfield, which scored three
runs in the first inning and two in
the third, never threatened again,
thanks in part to excellent fielding
by shortstop Erica Muskgrow,
who went 2-3 at the plate.
Calloway used runs in the fifth

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Beveled
Each

ment, today at Mayfield.
Chadwick drove in two runs as
Calloway went to 9-3. The big runs,
however, were scored in the fourth
Inning, following three Mayfield
errors.
Cynthia Garland, Amy Wallace

My

Ends

Viso-MC-Disc000r

1 5 x 50 sq ff.

region which, coupled with six
seniors, may give the Tigers a bit
of an edge, according to Miller.
"I hope so," he said. "That's
why we scheduled so many teams
this year."
Calloway, 9-8, depends primarily on underclassmen, with the exceptions, of Futrell and Mike
Garland.
Garland, junior Corey Wells and
freshman Pookie Jones provide
most of the Lakers' run production
this year, but Pack said that they
will need plenty of baserunners to
drive in if Calloway is going to be
successful.
"We need to score from seven to

&&&&& 040•1

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash &SCalearry

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

X

Oillowity Calmly coach Jack Pack (left) and Murray Gooch Cary Miller believe that their teams have to have
string olfonsive performances and solid defense backing their pitching staff to win the Fourth District Tournamest which begins today.
File Plholo

SCOREBOARD
Just Moved

MYERS .5))t-et
3. 2

F

Darnell shuts down Mayfield, CCHS faces Marshall

*includes regular seasons and playoffs

Ow' Mon-Fri 7-5 Set. 1-12

•

Wiodows Pat to Dams
‘

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-11111$

PICKUP
AND GO...
EVERYWHERE.
Titu

•a"

1987 GIMC SAFARI
11.110906
7 peeastraar, 94,NT,NC,PAL,PAL,
AM/FM Cassette, 27911. fool tank,
lug9age cantor, Loaded, Demo.

Price
Demo. Allw.

818,778.00
1,478.00
$15,300.00

RUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372

May 26, at the Princeton Country
Club in Caldwell County. The boys
will play at Kentucky Dam, May
27.

Sellout crowd to
see Gooden return
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — A
sellout crowd will greet New York
Meta pitching star Dwight Gooden
tonight when he takes the mound
for the Tidewater Tides in his first
game since leaving a drug
rehabilitation center last month.
All 6,100 seats In Metropolitan'
Memorial Park were sold by Monday afternoon to fans who waited
In long lines to see the 1085 National League Cy Young Award
winner in an International League
game against the Richmond
Braves.
"I'm getting tickets for my
mom and my dad for Mother's
Day," said Charlie Cox of Norfp,
who also picked up tickets lor
himself and a friend. "Even my
mom's heard of Dwight Gooden."
Gooden is scheduled to throw no
more than 50 pitches or three innings in his season debut. The Mets
plan to have him pitch a few
games with the Tides, the Mets'
AAA minor league team, before
returning him to-the mound in
New York.
Gooden, 22, was discharged
from the Smithers Alcoholism and
Treatment Center on April 29 after
a 28-day stay. Gooden's cocaine
use was detected in a drug test he
volunteered to take in spring
training.
Gooden has been working out at
Shea Stadium in New York, throwing batting practice and in
simulated games under the watch
of Greg Pavlick, the Meta' roving
minor-league pitching coach.

THE FIRST PGA TOURNA.
KENT winner WM Jim Barnes in
1911. He won again in 1010, the
next time it was played.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN

, .j

POCONO FLOOR PLAN

NATURAL CEDAR PLANKS, TWIN skylights and vertical
windows,give this two-story passive solar home an outward appeal. Inside, there is an all-glass solarium that helps keep the house
warm in winter and cools itself in simmer. Plan HA1413K has
1,048 square feet on the first floor and 937 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
— to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
NY 11507.

tion canister — can be handled by
a do-it-yourselfer. Not only that. It
is considered reliable, gives
results more quickly and is less
expensive. Furthermore, this
method is regularly used by the
EPA, the Department of Energy
and various state and local
governments.
It involves the use of a canister,
made of metal, approximately 4
inches in diameter and filled with
premium-grade, low-ash-content
charcoal. The inert charcoal in the
canister absorbs radon gas carried by air currents.
At the end of a 96-hour testing
period and no later than one day
after stopping the test, tlie
canister is resealed and returned

Kara)? Lecige'r& times

Paintings, sculptures prevalent in offices
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newslestures
Next time you venture into a
fancy new downtown office, take a
look at the art that is now a feature
of many offices and public spaces.
Instead of only paintings and
large sculptures, you may see
some large and small examples of
art ceramics in strategic
locations.
As several art consultants
pointed out at a recent meeting in
Syracuse, N.Y., corporations, real
estate developers and even administrators of public buildings —
perhaps under prodding by a new
breed of art consultant — are
becoming more adventurous
about art selections than they used
to be.
"Twelve years ago, there were
only a handful of craft art consultants in New York," according
to art consultant, Dorothy
Solomon. "Today I know of 50 or
more," she added. These individuals work primarily with corporations and administrators.
Solomon and art consultant
Sherley Koteen of Washington,
D.C., addressed the annual
meeting of the National Council on
Education for the Ceramic Arts
this spring.
NCECA members, who include
studio and university ceramists,
museum curators, gallery direc-

tors, collectors and critics, are
striving for a place for ceramics in
the nation's art collections. This
year's theme for the meeting,
which drew about 1,200 participants, was ceramics in the art
world.
The seriousness of the group's
concerns might have been a surprise to many people.
"The public has the curious idea
that ceramists are people who
make lamps, figurines and wedding china. To most people, our
work is the three-dimensional
equivalent of the paintby-number
schobli of art," observed Mary
Jane Edwards, president-elect of
the group and a ceramist and
teacher.
Another misconception is that
clay folk are people in bib overalls
who turn up at heritage days to
make anachronistic objects using
methods long since improved
upon, added Lenny Dowhie, past
president.
"What really happens," he said,
"is that ceramists take this
material in as many directions as
anyone can think of."
That direction may range from
designing useful objects to investigating the physical properties of a material which is said to
be the most plentiful on earth.
At this meeting, however, the

accent was on art. Its co-sponsor
was the Everson Museum of Art.
The museum chose the occasion to
reopen its historic series of exhibitions known as the Ceramic Nationals, which began in 1932.
The annual (biennial after 1962)
exhibitions were discontinued in
1972, according to the museum's
current ceramics curator, Barbara Perry, when entries soared
and administering the show
became impossible.
For many years the exhibitions,
which provided a review of the
work being done all over the country, were the highlight of the year
for ceramists and others interested in this field.
The current exhibition of "81 innovative examples of ceramic
sculpture and vessel forms" includes work by 19 eminent invited
artists and 62 objects by 59 artists
chosen from an entry pool of about
2,700 by Barbara Haskell of the
Whitney Museum of American Art
In New York, Henry Hopkins of the
Frederick R. Weisman Collection
in Los Angeles and Michael
McTwigan, editor of "American
Ceramics" magazine.
Perry says clay has come a long
way from its humble beginnings
as material for useful containers.
Nowadays,art ceramics are likely
to be sculptural objects such as the
prizewinning entry of Mark Burns.

His piece, titled "Vice Squad," offers a sardonic look at the vices of
gambling and smoking.
The exhibition (a catalog is
available by mail from the
museum) will travel for two years
after closing at the Everson at the
end of June. After a stop in New
York at the American Craft
Museum, it will go to museums in
Sacramento, Calif., Lincoln,
Mass., Youngstown, Ohio, Lincoln, Neb., and Birmingham, Ala.
In addition to the special showing, the Everson has also opened a
new permanent study collection of
ceramics. Objects that were
formerly in storage are now
displayed in glass cases. Winning
pieces from previous Ceramic Nationals are on view along with
many other examples of
American, European and Oriental
ceramic art.
"Twelve years ago when I came
to the museum, no one valued
the ceramics from the 1930s to
1960s," noted Ronald A. Kuchta,
museum director. Today these
American works which influenced
world ceramics are of great
interest.
The study collection is accessible to all who visit the museum,
and anyone can use it to gain a better understanding of the development of American ceramics.

Hacksaw is beginning step to cutting cast iron pipe
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I soon will be engaged in a
project where I will have to cut
some castiron pipe. I have done a

Buyers beware: radon found in homes
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
A year or so ago, few prospective homeowners had ever heard
about radon, a natural, radioactive gas that percolates in the air
within living spaces and,scientists
say, causes between 5,000 and
10,000 cancer deaths a year. Today, evidence of radon contamination in American homes has been
verified in 37 states, according to
the federal Environmental Protection Agency. It is believed that,
eventually, no state in the nation
'will be found to be radon-free.
Typical areas of entry into the
house, both old and new, include
cracks in concrete foundations,
joints connecting walls and floors,
hollow concrete block walls, loosefitting pipes, exhaust fans, sump
pumps and many other unsuspected places, including even
the water supply. Although the
EPA announced last year that
about 8 million houses — one out of
every eight — might be contaminated by unsafe levels of
radon, most Americans have been
slow to confront the problem. At a
fact-finding session in New
Jersey, Gov. Thomas Keane admitted that, like most
homeowners, he had not yet had
his home tested.
Testing for radon is relatively
simple. Even high levels of radon
can be eradicated easily in most
situations once the gas is detected.
Bills that would require private
radon-testing companies to comply with state requirements are
pending in many states. The EPA
conducts voluntary proficiency
measurement programs for
laboratories doing radon testing.
Meanwhile, corisumers should feel
free to ask for EPA test results
and other state and local
certifications.
Alan Bandes, consumer information director of the Radon
Testing Corp. of America in
Elmsford, N.Y., points out that
radon is insidious because it is colorless and odorless. He cautions
consumers "to check whether a
'company is engaged solely in
radon-detection or radon eradication as well, since a company that conceivably could profit
from an unsafe radon level might
not be the one to use."
It is interesting to note that, of
the two most popular methods of
tracing radon, one of them — using an activated charcoal absorp-
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to a laboratory for analysis. One
canister is recommended on every
level of a house.
What about costs? The charcoal
canister method of testing will
cost between $30 and $70. In the
other method, using what is called
an alpha track detector, it costs
between $40 and $90 per detector,
with a testing period that may be
as little as two weeks or as much
as several months.
If the radon analysis reveals
concentrations above a certain
level, the EPA recommends corrective action that can run from a
few hundred dollars to several
thousand. Among other things, the
improvement of air flow and the
sealing of cracks are necessary.

Considerable amount of hacksawing. Will I be able to do this with
the cast iron pipe?
A. — It,would have helped if you
had disclosed how large the pipe
would be. In any case, cast iron
pipe usually is cut by making a
hacksaw kerf in the pipe around
the circumference. It is not
necessary to go any deeper than
about 17ith of an inch. Use a
sledgehammer to pound the pipe
sharply on the extended edge just
past the hacksaw cut. If done properly, the pipe will come apart.
You may have to smooth the edges

of the pipe, depending on what
kind of project it is.
Q. — We have a tiny leak in our
shingled roof, but can't seem to
'locate it. The water — just a little
amount of it — comes into the attic
during a heavy rainstorm. Any
suggestions?
A. — There is no set or sure way
to locate a-leak. It's a case of trying different things. A close examination of the suspected area is
the most important. If nothing
seems to work, go into the attic
when it is raining and see if the
leak can be seen. Sometimes this

can be done by looking for a tiny
sign of light. If you locate the
place, stick a piece of wire
through it so it can be located on
the upper side. Watch, too, if any
piece of insulation seems damp, a
sure sign of a leak location. When
making the original roof inspection, look not only in the general
area of where the water is coming
into the attic, but around flashings
and vents. Sometimes the water is
coming through at one of those
points and then showing up some
distance away.

Pre-Summer Savings
We're the volume dealers.
We stock more fans than anyone
else in this area.
Over 300 Fans
In Stock. Choose
from Hallmark, Concord,
Beverly Hills, Casablanca
& More.
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I.

CLASSIFIEDS
X
INVITATION TO BID

2

18S7 MEDICARE
INITORMATION
Medicare is again
t
c oz
d g
ct
i ethe Part-A
and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospitol,
you or your insurance
well have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:

The Housing Authority of Murray is accepting bids for materials and installation of
fibergleas, sealed-down, roofing shingles, of
not less than 215 wt., for reroofing of ten
each four-plex dwelling structures and five
each two-plex dwelling structures.
Bids will be accepted until, and opened at,
4:00 p.m., June 12, 1W. Bid award will be
made within ten days following bid opening.
General Conditions of Bid and Contract,
Specifications, and locations of buildings
may be obtained at the Housing Authority
office, 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky.
The Housing Authority reserves the right to
reject any or all bids if deemed to be in the
best interest of the Housing Authority.

MEDICAL OPPORTUNITIES!
Medical Receptionist
and RN or LPN
Needed for surgical office
Previous Medical Experience Required.
Excellent typing, dictaphone, computer, insurance and communication skills required.
Send resume and salary requirements to
P.O. Box 1040-E, Murray, KY 42071

I

Notice

2 .Netice

6. Help Wasted

WI-TENTH:3N

GOOD moray! Weekly! PART•time •x - LOT ter MObile home
Processing maul In- per ienced upholsterer. near city limits
489-26e9.
formation! Rush self- 7531475 or 901-642-5244.
addressed, stamped REPS NEEDED for TRAILER 14x70 or
envelope. Jones, P.O. business accounts. Full- longer, 3 bedrooms,
Box 1167-A1LT, Calvert time, $60,000-580,000. central air, 2 baths. Call
swam
fielocetion to a
City, Ky. 62029.
Part-time, $12,000-515, anytime starting Thurstets.
kElir wanted: RN, 000. No selling, repeat sday April 16th 753-9980.
pert time ori PAR business. Sit your own WANT to buy- 1 to
Promotable posida widen
relief. Position requires hours. Training pro- acre lot with or without
lags caperstion.
or call rotation. ex• vided. Call 1-612-935- well, within S miles of
perience desirable. 6510, M-F, SA.M. to town, east side
Must bra 3 yews ex- Contac):
Marshall SP.M. (Central preferred, city water
O.K. 7534053
perience as Am eseistard County Hospital, 503 Standard Time).
George McClain Drive, SEEKING highly
nerspr end a WAR work
Benton, KY 42025. At- motivated, experienced
history.
tention: Shirley customer service re- 15. Articles for Sale
Cothran, RN. 527-1336, presentative to handle
SHINGLES 111.95 Sq.
Excellent Seining Rogan.
ext 143.
commercial property/ (several colors to
1001l Benefits.
HOME ASSEMBLY casulty insurance ac- choose from). Misin our Benton, South Wholesale
salary INCOME. Assemble counts
Starting
products at home. Part- KY. office. Send resume Building; 342 East
$20-$25,000.
time. Experience un- to: David A. Moffitt, Washington; Paris; 901necessary. Details. Call Peal & Holland, Inc. 642-2552.
C,a1 Dixie for dank.
P.O. Box 97 Benton, Ky.
813-327-0996, Ext. 613.
FIBERGLASS tub &
Pommel
address
Contact
WEED a job? 4 openings 42025. No phone calls
shower combination
now. You may quality please.
7050,Suite 1420,
$169.95 (slight
WANTED:
Ex•
do
not
have
if:
(1)you
St. Louis, Mo. 53101 GED or your high berienced, mature in- irregulars). Mid South
342
13141241-7860.
school diploma, (2) you dividual for secretarial Wholesale Building;
Washington;
been out of school position. Excellent East
All fee paid by Client 9have
months or more, (3) typing skills; shorthand Paris; 901-642-2552.
Company
you are between ages 16 or speed writing; word kEN Holland prints,
Employment Service
& 21. We are a EOE. processing capability numbered and signed.
This project is funded and knowledge of 437-4832.
by the Western Ky. medical terminology
ESTABLISHED area Private Industry required. Send resume
business is looking for Council. JTPA. Call to: Marshall County 16. Home Furnishings
an aggressive J.T.P.A. Out Of School Hospital 503 George
ftbah!) barrel(
salesperson. Must be 753-937IL between 8:30- McClain Drive Benton, 41
table with formica top•
dedicated and re
Ky. 42025 Attn: Director
12:00 5 days a week.
4 barrell chairs with
sponsible. Insurance
OFFICE help, must be of Nursing.
bonus and commission dependable, typing a WENDY'S has immedi- naugahyde uphostery,
$350. Phone 435-4467.
available. Experience
ate openings for 6 part- FIBERGLASS shower
Elust. Call 354-6377 Mon
in industrial supp144_,
ri between time positions, morning & 32"-S129.95, 36"- (slight
hardware and/3F-1afternoon, 7a.m. til 4p.m. irregulars) Mid-South
automotive products
only. No experience
beneficial. Send resume PART-time RN's; full necessary. Apply in per- Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington,
to P.O. Box 104013, or part-time LPN's. son Mori.-Fri. 2-4p.m.
Apply at ..,West View
Paris; 901-642 2552.
Murray, Ky.
Nursing Home, 1401 S.
'EXCELLENT income
16th St.
taking short phone
9. Situation Wanted
19. Farm Equipment
messages at home. For grULL-time der heTp
info. call 504-649 7922 needed. Apply in person GENERAL house FERGUSON tractor,
Owen's Food Market.
Ext. 8047-A
cleaning. Dependable. bushhog, plow, excellent
Year of experien.ce. condition. Call 436-2289
after,kip.m.
References. 759-4604.
Finance & Insurance Manager
accepting chil- ,
NOW
Women or Men
dren between the ages
20.
Sports Equipment
One of Murray's hnest new car dealerships seeks
of 18 months and preyour team- unschool for child care, on
qualified individual to manage their finance and inmy home. Afternoon & iforms, caps, equip
surance department The qualities the individual must
night shift available. 10 ment and trophies. Now
possess are
Years experience. have white baseball
desire
to
succed
-Strong
Phone 753-3831.
pants, youth and adult
-Outgoing personality
at Faye's.
10. Business Opportunity
-Neat aPPearace
-Excellent sales abthty
-Nntirrponess to work more hours Than average lob
2 2 . Musical
-Ability to organize papers
For Sale
WORKING player
-Work in a detailed manner effectively and quickly
piano, $1000. 437-4432.
-Typmg and computer skills help& but can be learned
or Lamon Me lob
Salary plus commission plus other benefits.
24. Miscellaneous
For confidential Interview pieties send resume to:

veterans,
home loans to buy,
build, or refinance. No
money down, 100% on
refinances. Phone Clarence Phillips Mortgage
Company, 1-500.251-6417
or (615) 664-1029. Also
conventionels.
BARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21.95 installed. 200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-6001.

Will Clean
Offices

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-41110
-Cier aft Year

HAVE
REFERENCES

CALL
WALLACE'S U Pick
Strawberries open Tues
753-3781
Thurs-Sat.,
AFTER 4 p.m.
7A M -7P.M., Sun ,
1P.M.-5P.M. North 16th
and Poor Farm Road
753-0195.
6. Help Wanted
THE Gold Nugget, wes
XTSITTX1TrIrdTrTr
it n s side of square, tor for personal care
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762
home. Prefer - medical &
Diamonds, black hilts business background.
gold. 14kt. gold chains
Send resume to Fern
"We sell for less," "We Terrace Lodge, 1505 StaJimmy
it."
guarantee
dium View Dr., Murray,
Thompson Jeweler.
Ky 42071, Attn. Glade
DISCOVER a new feeling Dodd. No phone calls
of color confidence that please. EOE.
City Swim
comes from knowing you
look your best. Free color Team is now accepting
applications for swim
analysis and makeover
coach. Contact: Donnie
Gene & Jo's- call for op
pointment 753-4320.
Courser at 362-4455.

T wed of movimoo
wage?
We not wiry hove nis
beet tacos, tvirre
looking for the beet
pewee to Woke them
At

$99

TACO JOHNS.

(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

We offer an excellent starting weary of $4 00
per how Enthusbent, myrtle and energy coup$
ed with ow sundard for excellence make our
career opportunity second to none
To quoilly. you need to be dlependebie, Twin,
good communication alas and an outgoing
." personalty
We'U reward you with competitive compeneonores. generous benefits and the potentie for advancement in rapidly growing notional chain If
interested 7
Apfbf ill person eitar 2 pm at

The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact'
Ledger & Times
753-1916

TACO JOHNS
Central Shopping Center

rray Ledger & Times

KENTUCKY

5. Help Wasted

Restaurant
Manager

G. Help Wasted

14. Want te Buy

24- Miscellaneous
NEW 3HP lawn mower
engine, $40. Call 759196511A.M.-3P.M.

27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
10'12' furnished or unfurnished ideal for lake
or rented property.
Shady Oaks, Murray.
753-5209.
12x60, 2 BR, 1 bath,
Washer and dryer
hookup, all electric, all
new plumbing, plywood
floors, 1/4 inch paneling,
extra well built. $3900.
Call 759-4850 after 5p.m.
12x65 ATLANTIC, 2
bedroom, good condition. Must sell. 753-4331.
14x70, 3 BEDROOMS, I
baths, used. Also 1440, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, used.
Financing available.
Volunteer Mobile Homes,
Lake Highway, Paris,
901-642-4466.
14x70 DIXIE, 2 bedroom, 2 full baths, all
appliances, central heat
and air, underpinning.
753-5812.
14x70 MOBILE home,
very good condition, all
appliances, bottle gas,
central air, on 3/4 acre
private lot. 2 minutes
from downtown off Van
Cleave Rd. 753-0330.
14x70 TRAILER fully
furnished, extra clean.
Nice covered grill. 7591249.
1972 FLEETWOOD,
12x65, 3 BR, bath & 1/2
with pull-out extension on
living room, gas, central
air, 200 amp service pole
with underpinning & antenna. Extra nice. Must
sell. 57,000. 753-4302.
1981 JAMAICA, 14x70, Hi
Rise front kitchen & din'
ing room, 2 BR, 1 bath,
partially furnished, central heat, air, storm windows, 10x24 treated front
deck. 759-1330 after 7p.m.
'84- 14x60 Willow Creek,
2 bedroom, central
heat, like new, $10,500.
Call 489-2868 after 6P.M.
IN Crappie Hollow, off
280- 12x55 mobile home
on 2 lots. 2 bedrooms, 3
storage hoyses, picket
fence, shrubbery and
shade. Good water.
$7000. 436-2901.
LEAVING state- have
reduced price. 2 be
drooms, completely
furnished with washer
and dryer and many
other extras. On a 1/2
FOR SALE
acre private lot near
300 Yards of *doe
Murray. 753-8461.
NEW doublewides! 3 be100 Yards of Burley
drooms, 2 baths, $19,
400 Yards LWX
Wrecker and shop equip995.00 and up. Eight to
ment Near stale line
choose from! New 14
Fulton
wides, under $10,000.
Volunteer Mobile Homes,
3 CHEST freezers in Lake Highway, Paris,
good running condition. 901-642-4466.
436-2661.
PARIS, Tn. 6 acres with
for Rent
home and 2 shop 4 STATION screen 28. Mobile Homes
little,
buildings. Excellent printer, used very
1 AND 2 bedroom
502•527business location. $58, make an offer.
trailers in city limits.
3222.
000, owner financing
No pets. 753 9866 or
wheels
WHITE
mag
4
901-642-3332.
753-2365.
and tires, nuts and
OR 3 BR, furnished or
locks, $80 complete. unfurnished, some new
11. Instruction
436-5636 or 436-5806.
furniture, natural gas
4'x8' TREATED lattice electric, air conLEARN TO DRIVE
Mid'
ea.
$9.95
panels
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ditioned. Shady Oaks
South Wholesale 753-5209.
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901
30, Business Rentals
642-2552.
35x40 STORE fiont,
1115
FOR sale- Deep freeze, carpeted. 1303 Chestnut
In ILXPIIIIIIOICE NMI& •••
be
, it
or. WOMEN ko "one
chest type, almost new. St. adjoining MSU caco.
1,0
rit e• Mine
Oesp,
$150 firm. Call only mpus. 615-262-0000.
Accreassi School
between 5:30P.M. and
Fininde Aid lwellaaa
BUSINESS" building
9P.M. 753-8657.
ALUANCE
1440 sq. ft., 903 Arcadia,
FOR trade- Pool table across from the City
and equipment for Park. Phone 753-6251.
aluminum fishing boat.
Call Toll Free Anytme
- 0 and FOR sale or lease:
After 51 0
Commerciat building on
weekends 436-2623.
S. 4th St., Ap
GIRLS clothes, sizes proximately 7400 sq. ft.
0-2, excellent condition. Contact Howard Bran•
Name brands: Martha don 753-4389 or 753-5960.
Minitures, Bryans,
Feltman Brother. Cali 31. Want to Rent
769-9260
1-10ST dry carpet cleaner, SENIOR lady needs to
home
the professional way to rent a nice clean
city. Call
Answer to Previous Puzzle
dry clean carpets your- with gas heat, in
self, on sale now at 759-1969.
Black's Decorating Cen- WORKING couple
ter, 701 S. 4th St. Murray wanting to locate in
Calloway County seeks
or call 753-0839.
2-3 bedroom u n
furnished house with
some privacy. Locally
call 498-8977 after 6P.M
or 3 0 4 / 6 5 8 3 6 0
anytime.
•5 year warranty
32. Apts for Rent

It

WANTED:

FOR

STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

Hibbs Auto
or Doke/
Garage and
Truck Stop

Griot Litres Dealer Services, Inc.
11405 Park Road
P.O. Box 23269
Louisville, KY 40223

435-4131

IFITTTInt‘

472-1634

4e1A2EM015ELE ANOTHER
5EER ;OR MY
340.-HER 5PIKE 511_
\.,1J5 PLAC7
_

NANCY
SOMEECOY ClsiCE
TOLD ME, "IF yOu
CANT Sti,Q SONEIHING
ABOUT A PERSON,
Cr GAY ANVTiAING

0
ssEiv
'0
1

TI-1A,T 6000
ADVICE

4.*

1-800-334-1203

GARFIELD

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

11111EYILE SAKES'
I JOINED THE
ARMY BECAUSE
THOuSHT IP
FIND A
MAN!

IT HASN'T
iVORKEP
OUT?

NAW, THEY DON'T FEEL
LIKE NIBBLING ON lOUR
EAR AFTER YOU VE
CHEWED THEM OUT

BLOND.'
netT044
SAM
ACIE

4

1 Flesh
5 Collection of
tents
9 Actor
Johnson
12 Aleutian
island
13 Winglike
14 Southern
blackbird
15 Looked
intently
17 Perform
18 Nothing
19 Woody plant
21 Facial
expression
23 Dignitaries of
the church
27 Exists
28 Irritates
29 Corded cloth
31 POSSONISS
34 Paid notice
35 Continued
1

2

3

1200MG MOBOO
UOGUOID UMOMOB
MG U000 ODOM
MGODO 000
MUGU DUMB M
OURUM MOUUDOO
=MU 0000
WOUOUUD MUM
111 000110 DUMB
UMO U0000 MOM
DODO OU
EMU
UGUOUU 01510000
MUM 0000M

DOWN
5 Military
student
6 Actor Pacino
7 Insane
8 Favorably
9 Disappear

1 Chart
2 Summer, in
Pans
3 Devoured
4 Terrapins
Milli

4

8

41 10
12

hi

ii. WI•
ill " III
Id
27
R
IA hi Milli
id WI•
Idl•WI
III
iUUU
id
id
iiaWWIidWIRUlUN
muu
Wlidid
did id
WI
id
WI id
II
id
idmaWI
III

11

-

stories
38 "Let It -"
39 N.Y.
baseballer
41 Expire
42 Passageway
44 Sun god
46 Helped
48 Talk idly
51 Shade
52 Cover
53 Spielberg film
55 Cubic meters
59 Mimic
BO Peru's capital
82 Lasso
83 Affirmative
84 Fasten
65 Mix

•

2

_
TINE 1$111ASIT0NI

34

39

I IRMA

Onamar
64.014,,
mar
Lea
A ma-

ill

10
11
18
20
22
23

Dye plant
River in Africa
Expunged
Most ward
Note of scale
English baby
carriage
24 Be borne
25 "- Cid"
26 Caspian. e.g
30 Lament
poetic
32 Competent
33 Sow
36 Inlet
37 Nuns
40 Barters
43"Elsewhere"
45 Neer
47 Fiber plant
48 Frolic
40 Mature
50 Lampreys

Rear Tine
Ariens Tiller

•Electric start
See them at:

Hazel Lawn
& Garden
311 Main St.
Hazel, Ky.
492-8147
LARGE, large, large
selection of ,storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831
MARINE batteries, IS
amp, $32.99; 105 amp,

ware, Downtown, HParis,
Tn.
MURRAY riding
mower, 11HP, 36" cut,
5460. 759-1951 after
SP.M.
RUBBER bed-frets for
all makes of pick-up's.
Also, tool boxes for
compact pick-up's.
Stokes Tractor, Indust
rial Rd. 753-1319.
SHARP COPIERS for
'"""""ne
"
56 Decay
_ sale, rental, service,
""" supplies Or demonstra57 esendern
non. Call 354-5167.
54 Sun talk
SI Mother
TREATED lumber in
stock. Check our prices
and save! Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
ENO Washinten; Paris;
101442-2552.

4

DUPLEX for rent, I
block from MSU campus $165 per month.
753-1914 or 753-2649.
FURNISHED apartments, 1 or 2 bedrooms
also sleeping rooms.
Adults only, no pets.
Zimmerman Apartments South 16th 7536409.
For rent: 1 or 2 BR apts.
Water furnished. Starting
at $la. Murray Manor
Limited. Equal Housing
OpportunitSc. Call
753-8668.
X4UR Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NEW 2 BR apt. in Westwood subdivision. Central
heat & air, microwave,
dishwasher, disposal,
range S. refrigerator,
washer & dryer hook-up.
Leese & deposit required.
751-151S3.
TIEW 2 bedroom duplex
located on quiet street
In Westweed. All rooms
good Sited, tastefully
decorated in earth
tones. All appliiinceS
furnished, (arta weed
deck, private backyard
with trees. Ideal for
retired person. $325 per
month. Lease and deposit. 753-0814 before
8:30A.M. or pest SP.M.

I',

TUESDAY, MAY It, 11187

CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts ter Neat

32. Apt. for Rent

1, 2 OR 3 bedroom
apartments, nicely
furnished, located near
campus. Days. 753-6111,
nights, 7530.606
1 'BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Partial
utilities paid No pets.
753-9741.
1 BEDROOM apart
ment, partial utilities
furnished, $135.
7S3-3949
1 BR apt., dEvir
-71M
vn
Murray. You pay elec
tric, only $125 per
month
Deposit re
quired. 753 7196, after
5p.m. 759-4.545.
ROOM furiiished
apartment. Air conditioned, lots of closets.
Can be seen at Owen's
Food Market, 1407 W.
Main.
BROWN gable
townhouses in Benton
now available for leasing. Enjoy the quiet,
peaceful life. Custom
decorated, 2 and 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
1 /2 baths. Spacious
design, fully equipped
kitchens. All maintenance provided. These
units must be seen to
appreciate their quality. 527-1481 for an
appointment.
VERY nice large /
bedroom energy efficient duplex on quiet
dead-end street. Appliances furnished.
Washer and dryer hookups. No pets. Deposit
required. Call 753-7185.

2 BEDROOM apartments for rent at Em
bossy Apartments.
Families and married
couples welcomed. Now
renting 1 bedroom
apartments. Call 753
1530.

3.4

Haim' sw

p.m

NICE 7 bedroom hats*
located on West Olive
St near University. $210
per month plus deposit.
No pets. 753 2237 after
4P M. weekdays.

37 Livestock-Supplies
TAKING applications I I '
an.
for Section 8 Rent Simbrah bulls. PerSubsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 formance & semen
BR
Apply Wildal. tested. Excellent quai
Apts., Hardim Ky. ity. &550 & up. Cadiz,
E qual Housing Ky. 522-8794.
Opportunity.
THE Paddock Horse
Center boarding, train1 OR 2 BR, furnished ing, lessons,
indoor
apt., private entrance. arena, pasture, turn out
Near University. No professional
service
pets. Deposit. 753-9393.
Reasonable rates. 7591 or 2 BEDROOM apar- 4408.
tment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109, 38. Pets-Supplies
762-6650 or 436-2844.
OLATE Lab
puppies, AKC re
gistered. Males $200
34. Houses for Rent
females $175. Call 759
lgEbROOM, gas hear 4158 or 522-3100.
Call 753-0632 weekdays;
GERMAN Shepherd
753-6376 nights.
puppies, $75. From
BR house on Oaks registered parents
Country Club Rd. Call Beautiful dogs. Puryear
753-1776 or 753-3215.
901-247-337.4.
4 BEDROOM 2 baths T
block from MSU. Gas MURRAY Pet Center
heat, window A/C 1918 Coldwater Rd. 753fridge, dishwasher, 4096 offers tank rental
stove, washer and dryer service and maintenance
hookup. Large fenced program to businesses
yard. References, lease and professionals.
and deposit required. Schauzer grooming 15%
$375 per month. off with ad. Expires May
14th.
753-9341.
LARGE newly de- SPRING sale. AKC
corated house, large lot, German Shepherds and
near college. Call 753- AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. Champion sired,
2967 after 1P.M.
$200 -up. Obedience
lessons, boarding. 4362858.
WHITE poodle, male, has
TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT- shots, $.50, 1 year old.
Registered Siamese,
PLANNING/ENGINEERING
female, has shots, $50, 1
DEPARTMENT Technical and
year old. Call 753-0925.

JOB OPENING

Clerical Skills required.

Applications are available in the City Clerks Office, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Ky.

41. Public Sales

Yard Sale

The city of Murray is an equal opportunity employer,
operating under an affirmative action plan.

KENTUCKY LAKE CALLING
With a number for you!
Wide price range for dream home,
vacation cottage, or weekend retreat.

Lakeway Shores

- Waterfront, 2-level.
2-family home. Priced
in mid 90's

Cidarling Hills

- 3-bedroom rustic
charmer + 1 lot. Priced in the 60's

Keniana Shores

- Year-around home
with wide angle view
of the lake. Priced in
the 50's

Little Oaks

- Quality built retirement home. Priced in
the 50's

Keniana

- Double wide with
garden spot. Priced in
the low 30's

Ky Lake
Development

- More than a mobile
home, additions of
great room and screened porch Priced in the
20's

Cedarling Hills

- Lots in restricted lake
SID Priced from
$2,000-$14,000

Lakeway Shores

- A-frame retreat Priced in the teens

Ky Lake
Development
Pirates Cove

- Cottage $12,500
- Two Lots $6,000
each

Ledbetter Shores
Crappie Hollow
Baywood Vista

- Lots from
$2.000-$6,000 or block
of 20 lots - $30,000
- Two lots - $2,500
- Two lots, $2,000
each or $3,500 for
both

Call (502) 753-4000
today for your appointment
Real AD Better
MTG Estate
I i dH9,SES,§3.
Olympic Plaza, 641 North

Thursday
May 14
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
414 S. 10th (turn
off 11th or Vine
Dolls, clothes,
glass, books, junk
and lots more.
43

Real Estate

If you really want to self
your home, see the
professionals at KOPPERUD REALTY, 711
Main St. We take the
worry out of buying or
selling real estate.
Phone 753-1222.
MUST sell! Catfish
farm and hatchery
Excellent for pay lakes
and raising fingerlings.
Must see to appreciate
247-7410.
44

Lots for Sale

1 ADJOINING lots in
East Y Manor Subd.
Beautiful building spot,
340x200, appraised
value $10,000 asking
$8,000. 753-6929.
/ LOTS for sale. 1 mile
from Court Sqaure
Ans. mach. 759-4949.
3 & 374 ACRES located
in back of Grove
Heights Subdivision. 6
miles East 94, 2 miles
off the road. City water.
Priced to sell. Moving.
7594567.
FOR sale: Lots in
Bagwell Manor. Starting at $6995. Contact
Howard Brandon 7534389 or 753-5960.
KENTUCKY Lake lot. T
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500. Home- 554-8128
or Office- 44-3632.
NICE wooded lot on
highway 121 -North, 6
1/2 miles from
Murray. 180x294, asking
$4,200. 753-1953 days,
753-0870 nights.
45

Farms for

Sale

117 ACRES North of
Murray, 65 tendable, rest
woods. Much frontage.
753-4065 evenings.
15 ACRES more or less,
trailer & add-on, good
well, large block well
house. Call 759-4490
46. Homes for Sale
7 ROOM frame house,
city water, insulated
overhead, gas heat
$28,000. It is the 2nd
house on New Providence Rd. off 121 S.
753-8061.

641 U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
Located on Hwy 641.
two miles south of Murray
LOOK FOR OUR SIGN ON EAST SIDE OF HWY
We supply handy 3 lb.
& 10 lb. PldtIng
Ilaskots for you to tab.
your borrios how.. In.

7 Amps of botoutlful
borrlos to choose from
Hours: 700 a.m. to
7:00 p.m.
Mon.-Sot.

502-753-4596 to orditr picked berries MP lb.

74. Items

inf Sale

BEDROOM home,
cute as a botton inside
and out. Well insulated,
low utilities with wood
stove, Oak kitchen
cabinets, dishwasher.
121 South in New Concord
Convenient to
store, Post Office,
beauty shop and churches. 436-2794.
BEDROOM, 1 1/7
baths, new roof, new
well, new paint in and
out, central H/A, with
30x10 shop on one acre
near Stella, $26,000.
Phone 435 4366 after
5P.M.
1 BR brick with 1 ii
bath, living room, den
with wood stove, central
heat & air, deck, 2 car
garage & large out
building. 3 miles out on
121 South in Fairview
Acres Subd. 759-1981.
FREE houses- musf
be moved off lot or torn
down for lumber Phone
753-3530.
4 BEDROOM Ranch in
Gatesborough Can be
bought without closing
costs by assuming present loan. No points!
Beautifully decorated,
immaculate condition.
Call 753-7401 or 753-5485
for appointment.

MUST SELL Moving
Lovely House
Call
753-6098
01 EAST 2 miles, east Y
Subdivision, FmHa approved, MId 30's, 3
bedrooms, bath, utility,
carport, brick. 753-0822.
ENJOY peace and quief
of country. Only 5 miles
west of Murray. Be
autiful wallpaper and
stained wood accent
this 2 bedroom home set
in shaded yard on 3
acres of land. $35,500
753-9349.
FOR sale- House and lof
at 1105 Main St. FHA
insulation, new wiring,
new roof, older home
with many possibilities.
Call 753-3642 days; 7535738 nights.
FOR sale or rent: Three
bedroom, brick; large
concrete block building,
30x50; paved front.
Ideal for business.
Three miles from Benton, Ky. on Hwy. 408
East. Phone; 527-3568 or
362-4938.
INCOME property 1
block from MSU. Invest
$5000 and get over $2500
yearly return after mortgage payments. Also has
tax advantges. Large
older home, 6 apts. $45,
000 with possibility of
owner financing. 753-9341.
47. Motorcycles
C8 650 Honda,
1.4,000 miles. Call 7591959 after 4P M.

Tom

48. Auto Services

Spring leaning
Time Is Here!
Why not for
your car, too?
'Wash •Glaze
'Wax
'Clean Interior
and Engine
for .so

T & H Motors
1206 Diuguid
753-8577 or
7 -.2
IMPORT Auto Salvage,
new & used parts- motors,
transmissions, starters
alternators. Mon.-Sat
Ita.m.-5p.m. 474-2325.
4 9 . Used Cars
1961 FORD Fairlane 500
Classic, 62,000 original
miles, 260 V-8, 4 door,
wire wheels, good condition. Owned by little
80 year old lady. $750 or
offer. 4.36-5636 or 4365806.
1973 GOLD Duster, slants
engine, good condition,
$300. Call 753-5620.
1974 CHEVELLE 1
door, 1 owner, $4.50. Call
after 5P.M. except Sat.
and Sun. 753-6939.
1974 OLDS 98 Regency.
1 owner, local car, new
tires. 436-2427.
1974 VOLKSWagon, 4
door, automatic, $600.
474-2325.
1976 MALIBU; 1976
Bronco, 4 wheel drive.
753-9563.
1977 MERCURY Mon
arch, 302 V-8, AM/FM,
air, luggage rack, extra
tire, good condition.
$1100 or offer. 436-5636
or 436-5806.
1979 RX-7 Mazda, red,
A/C, stereo, 53495. 1500
Canterbury, 753-9710.
1982 CAMARO. 1 owner,
good condition, 40,000
miles. 14,500 759-9572
before 3:30P.M
1912 OLDS Toronado,
loaded. Call 753-6309.
1913 210ZX 2+2, two tone
color, very clean, 5 speed
turbo, loaded. 753-518e,
after Sp.M. 733-4023.
'IT FIREBIRD, ec
onornical 6 cyl., air cond.,
AAA/FM cassette $3,003
Call
or best offer
733-9478.
vc"gr"
p,-"7"
:po eeps
4. Great hunting, fishing, camping vehicle.
Good condition. 753-1224
7A.M.,11.M.
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Used Cars

53

1990 DODGE Omni. Air,
4 speed, 80,000. $1500,
extra sharp 116 N. 8th
St.
1981 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, 2-door H.T. with air,
cyl., good condition,
60,000 miles, $3,030. 753
8452 after 5p.m

Services Cohered

53

Services Offered

HIM-CHIM

Wulff & Sons

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

Kitchen Cabinet
Recover

Spring Cloning
010% Discount

Call Now
For An
Appointment
-t1534445 .•

'84 Chrysler
Fifth Avenue
20,000 miles original
Owner Call after 6 P

753-7124

53

Services Offered

53

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing
concrete
Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753 6973.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrIal Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky

Services

Offered

BRANDON
TRUCKING
Rip-Rap, Crushed
Stone, Ag Lime,
Masonry Sand.

David
Brandon
759-9469

wrrimsrann-r-w

•

xd,„„

t.jitrf:!,

AA (FE I L E HOM
make wet basements
YARD landscaping, Specialist, Repair, dry . Work completely i SPRING is here. Bring
50
Used Trucks
leveling driveways, leveling, underpinning, guaranteed
Call or your mowers and tillers
blade work and bush
roofs, floors, plumbing, write Morgan Con - to ,Moody's Mower Re
197 FORD van, excel
wiring, washing, struction Co. Rt 2, Box pair ,or repair and
lent condition, 12 16 hogging. Call 436-5430 or
hurricane straps 759 409A, Paducah, Ky. tune up. Pick up and
MPG, stereo, Rangier 753-0659.
delivery 753 5668.
4850.
tires 436-2858.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
Doiro's Window
NEED resumes, business WE apply aluminum
1985 FORD Bronco II, S
Feed and Seed
55
Clooning
cards, newsletters, or and vinyl siding. Free
speed, tilt, cruise,
brochures?
AM/FM cassette 753
in field for sale (4i5
HAY
Come
years
estimates.
27
by
1144111•SIS Sal a
Murray Data Graphics on experience. Tim and acres) New Concord
7597
Contowarcial
Main St., Downtown J.D. Garland, 328-8398,
area Phone 753 8282
1986 FORD Ranger, 4
Free Istlisate, Ref.
Murray, next to
wheel drive. 437-4832.
733-9673 Anytine•
Bookmark or call
'83 CHEVROLET El
how & Lies thaw, Damn
753 2203.
Camino, all options.
NEED work on your
753-7597.
MITCHELL Paving
trees? We can beautify
SHARP 1987 Mazda
Driveways, parking
your yard by topping,
SE-5 pick-up, 5 speed, lots, seal coating and
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
air, sliding back glass, Striping. Also, shaping, dead wooding
or
removing dead or
mag wheels, AM/FM limestone, gravel, top
& CUSTOM W003WORKING
diseased
trees. For
radio, bed mat, 5,600 soil and grading. Phone
OVER
satisfaction
call
the
miles, red with black
753-1537.
20 YEARS
and grey stripes, $6500. EXTERIOR painting. proven professionals at
EXPERIENCE
Bover's Tree Service
POLIO WOOD C.ABINE TS •
7539644.
Very reasonable rates. 753 0338.
The competi
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Have references 489- tion
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Chewy •
us • you
5 1 . Campers
2 7 2 3 or 4 3 6 - 2 3 2 6 , should knows
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
too_
4 STAR 8 truck cam- Kenneth
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
ODD
lob
specialist,
per. Sleeps 4, dinette, FENCE sales at Sears
US TWA BUILT FURNITURE S FURNITURE REFINISHINL
ceiling fans, electrical, •
•
COMMETITIVE Mal Drop ay • Soo Our Display
gas stove, oven, re
now. Call Sears 753 2310 plumbing,
fencing.
You
frigerator, chemical for free estimate for
753-5940 •
name it, I do it. You • 409 Sunbury Circle
toilet, water tank, storyour needs.
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO • a
buy, I install. You
age, 12 and 110 volt, $495 FOR most any type
break, I fix. Call 436or offer. 436-5636 or driveway white rock
2868 evenings.
436-5806.
also, any type gravel, FAINTING
inferior,
VOTE
SCOTTY Serra camper dirt and sand call Roger
exterior. House and
with porch awning, Hudson, 753-4545 or
barn painting. 25 years
sleeps 4. $500. Phone 753 6763_
experience. Quality
492-8510.
work. Reasonable
rates. Also, paint for
Installation and
52 Boats-Motors
sale. Free estimates.
of
Ropoir
GLASTRON 16' boat
436-2245.
For
Garage Doors
and trailer with OMC
140HP inboard/ out
and Openers
STUMP REMOVAL
board motor, like brand
4.89-2739
new, $850 753 4389 dr
10" below surface
753 5960.
489-2153
inoxpiinsive, clean
GLASTRON 16' boat
no lawn damage
and trailer with 115HP FREDONIA Ag Lime
Suremy Stump Removal
Evinrude motor, $3500. hauling & spreading. Ag
PanI •c,' C tr, 5
753-5484 Frs. Esurnates
753-4389 or 753-5960.
Brokers 753-4533.
HARRIS Flot Boat, 24 GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years exfoot, loaded, excellent
perience. Roofing &
condition. Slip availapainting,
indoor & out
ble. $7750. Also, 16 foot
door. Odd jobs. No job
Arrow -glass, fishing
Sat., May 18th, 1987
to
small.
474-8057.
and ski boat with
at 2 p.m. at the east edge of Coldwater, KY on H1 way 121.
GUTTERING
by Sears.
trailer, loaded. $2,500.
Sears continuous gut753-3683.
ters
installed
for your
SAILBOAT, 22' Venture
with trailer. 3 sails, specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
poptop, Evinrude mo
estimate.
tor. Excellent condition
INSULATION blown in
04-2308 after 5P.M.
by Sears. TVA ap
53. Services Offered
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
This beautiful 3 bedroom house - large living room • dining room kitAl ENTERPRISE
ing bills. Call Sears
chen utllity • 2 baths • one bedroom and bath has private entrance - private
Natural or LP gas
753 2310 for free
well - storm windows & doors - carport on large lot - Pine trees in back
installation. Seamless
estimate
gutter multiple choice
Terms: 20°4 down selling price day of auction, bal. in 30 days with passing
INTERIOR
exterior
of colors. Galvanized
of deed. Possession with deed. This Auction held jointly with
painting
Very re
gutter repair or re
placement. Masonry, asonable. 30 years ex
carpentry, decking, etc. per ience. Free es
Free estimates. 753-0953 timates. Call Bill at
436-2326.
after 8A.M.
LICENSED electrician,
APPLIANCE
753-1492
435-4144
SERVICE. Kenmore, residential and comWestinghouse, mercial. Air conditionWhirlpool. 25 years ing. Sales and service.
experience. Parts and Gas installation and
OF THE
service. Bobby Hopper, repair for natural and
Bob's Appliance Ser- LP. Fred's Repair 753vice, 202 S. 5th St. 7203.
Business 753-4872, 436Service of JAM ENERGY SAVERS. Inc
5848 (home).
APPLIANCE REPAll:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
OFF
microwaves, disElectric mixers blenders
h washers, reCLEANING DURING MAY
frigerators, etc. Earl
elec fans & heaters
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753toasters, elec clocks
5341.
radios, hair dryers & elec
CHAIN
saws sharclippers, coffee makers
pened. 10"-12" - $2.00.
calculators, etc
14" 16"
$2.50. Located
in New Concord area.
Call 436-2878.
COLLEY Tree Service
Graduate of Chimney Sweep School of America
Keep your trees in
Certified Member of National Chimney Sweep Guild
shape by topping, prun
309 Main St.
ML
ing, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
KY
Hazel,
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal.
or call 492-8147
Complete tree care. 14
and
ask for Owen.
years experience Free
estimates 753,0366

OrRRIf..s

LESLIE
FURCHES
District Judge

'Integrity *Experience
'Enthusiasm

Real Estate & Personal Property

Century 21 Real Estate
Loretta Jobs - Broker
Dan Miller - Auctioneer

KEEPER'

We repair all
small household
appliances

"PeINEy

SPRING CLEAN SPECIAL
10%

GET RID OF NASTY ODORS AND MESS
BE SAFE AND READY TO HEAT

Call 527-0835 or 354-6465 after 6 p.m.

Ont Monism

STRAWBERRIES

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.
(formerly Laird Brick)

'Brick
'Mortar
•Flue Blocks
*Stone
•Flue Liners 'Patio Pavers •Crossties *Pottery
Puryear, TN
Price Lakd, owner
247-3232

ELECT

Rick
Lamkin

Now you can pick the best
of the crop WE HAVE

Murray
City Council
*QUALIFIED 'CONCERNED

-the sweetest berries

•RESPONSIBLE

-free recipe booklets.
-easy parking.

-special

Paid for by the candidate

attention to

our customer's needs

-strewed aisles for picking

LITERACY TRAINING
1
2
3
.1

Learn to read
Get a GED
Improve basic skills
Instruction FREE

JTPA

°pion Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun. 1-5

11-Pick - 50 Picked - $1°`:,
Plionts ahoad for picking conditions and
ordors for pickod borrios.

489.2442

Call 762-3027
762-6917
ARTIIIVIONIP

PASU Adult Looming Conte,.
Room 200
Roy Stourort Stadium

40
comfort

off Rt. 299 on
Beach Rd. North
of Kirksey

t

•

Sy4
•

sc
.
:

•
.
".11m.1111.
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MSU Equestrian Team gets
recognition at two events

Inspiration Quartet to sing

77:717722.1.7

The nationally-known Inspiration Quartet from Bryson Qty,
North Carolina will appear Saturday, May 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Carroll County Civic Center in
Huntingdon, Tenn.
The Inspirations are known and
loved around the world. Their unique sound coupled with their efforts to promote the gospel
through the medium of gospel
music is displayed each time they
walk on stage to present their

hand-clapping sound of true
southern gospel music. Their love
for people and gospel music is projected both on stage and off.
The Inspirations have made
dosens of soap nationally knovm
and popular. A few of the soap
are: Touring That Qty, Wake Up
to Sleep No More, Home Before
Dark, plus so many more. Many
honors and titles have been
bestowed upon the group.

Women welcome in Civitan
While many all-male service
clubs have been in the news recently because they refuse to admit
women into their organizations,
women are serving in leadership
capacities at all levels of Civitan
International.
In Murray, the Murray Civitan
Club has both male and female
members, according to Dr. R.B.
,
Barton, club president.
"In 1974, Clvitan became the first
major all-male service club
organisation to admit men and
women as equal members—The
decision was made through a majority vote of delegates attending
the Civitan International Convention in Boston, Massachusetts,"
Barton said.
Women in Civitan today comprise over 30 percent of the
membership.
organization's
Female membership in European
Civitan Clubs is over 50 percent,

and in Asia, women make up approximately 10 percent of all
members.
Since Civitan voted to admit
women in 1974, women have served u leaders at every level of the
organization including club president, district officers, district
governor, and now International
board member. The first two
women to be elected to the Civitan
Internation Board of Directors are
serving terms on the board this
year.
Civitan International is an allvolunteer service organisation of
60,000 men, women and teenagers
In Civitan Clubs throughout North
America, Europe and Asia. Ctvittm
clubs work to improve their communities and to help their members
develop as community leaders.
For more information about the
Civitan Club in the Murray, Ky.
area, call 1-800-CIVITAN.

OBITUARIFS
,

Mrs. Alice Pearl Murdock
Mrs. Alice Pearl Murdock,78, of
Rt. 7, Murray, died Monday at
11:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Williams
Chapel Church of Christ.
Mrs. Murdock was preceded in
death by her first husband, Barber
Singleton, one daughter, Mary
Jacqueline Singleton, one sister,
Mrs. Irene Rogers, and four
brothers, Robert Mayfield, Ernest
Mayfield, Jim Mayfield and
Nelson Mayfield.
, Born Sept'. 9, 1908, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Jackson (Jack)
Mayfield and Lettie Hughes
Mayfield.
Survivors are her husband,
Phillip A. Murdock, to whom she
was married on Nov. 22, 1952; one
son, David Singleton and wife,
Nancy, Paducah; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Shirley

Shackelford and husband, Pat,
Lone Oak; four stepsons, Billy
Murdock and wife, Jean, Rt. 7,
Murray, John T. Murdock and
wife, Sue, Middleton, Wis., Philip
Howard Murdock and wife,
Jeanette, Madisonville, and
Gerald Murdock and wife, Sandra,
Bell City.
Also surviving are one brother,
A.E. (Buck) Mayfield, Murray
several nieces and nephews including Marie Jewel, Ronald
Rogers and Reba Hendon; 13
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Ed Davis and
Harold Irvan will officiate.
Burial will follow in Antioch
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the funeral home.

Herman Calvin Hunter
Herman Calvin Hunter,83, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, died today at 5:08 a.m.
at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.

4

Entombment will follow in
mausoleum at Highland Park
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 3 p.m.
Wednesday at the funeral home.

Jerry M. Mason
The funeral for Jerry M. Mason
was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Harvey Lynn Elder and
Connie Burton officiated.
Pallbearers were Donnie Windsor, Jerry Mills, Billy Keith
Bruce, Mark Jetton, J.C. Foy,
Bobby Harper and Roy Mason.
Burial was in Antioch
Cemetery.
Mr. Mason, 43, Rt. 1, Farm-

ington, died Friday at II- p.m. at
his home.
He was a farmer and a member
of Antioch Church of Christ.
Born Feb. 24, 1944, he was the
son of Reide Mason and the late
Ophia Green Mason.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
JoAnn Dick Mason, one son,
James Keith Mason, and his
father, Ftexie Maim, all of Rt. 1,
Farmington; one sister, Mrs.
Glenda Garland, Sedalia.

0.Thursday, May 7,the Mew Clothe Gob presented its sewedsemester Best Driver Edemas,Meisel Award.Ilse whiner at Murray High Scheel was Kies Lori Payee.Shiba President B.B. Barton
made the presentation and strewed that all the recipients at the award
have bees girls. A guest attending the meeting was Jolla Ruh. The
silver dollar perms for the meeting was Wayne Williams.

Two programs on KET to
offer college credit at MSU
Two programs to be shown on
Kentucky Educational Television
(KET)this summer will be offered
for undergraduate credit through
the Murray State University program of extended education,
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of continuing education at Murray State,
listed the KET courses as follows:
"The Earth Explored," to be offered as Geoeciences 101, Geology
and Man's Environment, runs June
15-Aug. 8, with the first class
meeting on the campus at 9:30 a.m.
June 13.
"Focus on Society," to be offered
as Sociology 133, Introduction to
Sociology. runs June 8-Aug. 3.

Retail gas prices show small increase
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Average retail gasoline prices
crept up a quarter of a cent last
week to 98.56 cents a gallon, suggesting it could top $1 a gallon for
the Mart of the summer driving
season, an industry analyst said.
A year ago, gasoline was selling
for an average 94 cents a gallon,
said Trilby Lundberg, who conducts a nationwide survey of 13,000
gamolhie stations.
"It is very possible that gasoline
prices could reach $1 per gallon on
average (for the) first time since
early 1986, and it could happen this
summer," she said Sunday.
Last year, the price didn't reach

WASHINGTON(AP) — A threeyear government struggle to force
a recall of 1.1 million 1980 General
Motors cars will go another round
as the Justice Department has
decided to appeal a recent court
decision in the automaker's favor.
The Justice Department said
Monday that within a few days it
will file a motion asking the U.S.
Court of Appeals to overturn the
ruling last month by a federal
judge who concluded no recall is
necessary.

Safety is TVA goal
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP) —
The creation of a new manager's
post to supervise the Tennessee
Valley Authority's nuclear plant
security workers is aimed at
upgrading safety, a top agency official says.
The new position stems from an
assessment begun last June of
TVA's nuclear security program,
TVA nuclear manager Steven A.
White said Monday.
Ad veri Isernent
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96.5 cents until June, Ms. Lundberg said.
But because of increasing demand for gasoline, a barrel of
crude oil now averages $18 a barrel, compared with about $15 a

the open fences division, the
highest ranking an MSU rider has
earned In a national championship
jumping event.
Miss Hackett also competed in
the National Championship Intercollegiate Three-Day Event at Kentucky Hone Park in Lexington. She
rode Shelby Forest,a tholoughbred
gelding, to place 16th overall.
Stacy Rice, a senior public relations major from Steeleville, Ill.,
rode-No-Doubt;'• a"-throughbred
gelding, to place in the top 10 in the
stadium jumping phase of competition and 18th overall.
In team competition, the Murray
State riders placed sixth at the Lexchampionship.
ington

Hog market report listed
FedersJ-Stwass Starbsi News Sorark• allay it.
Ildwiecty Pswebses Ares Nog Miami Lowsrl
AMASS rai.
boakides5Soft
o.Ilarrews It Gals LSO blew Sows awelly .15
Yew
55L55411.7S
UV 1.2 fableb lbs.
ISS.110-14.1211
US IS 210-21111 lbs.
11111.10146412
US 5.3555.555 lb..

104.11.66.00

US /14 SWIM lb,
Sows
US 1.2 MISS lbs
US 11 1111240S lbs
VS 1.3 WM.lbs.
US 1.3110-4111
US 21 SWIM lb..
bears 11111.1543.10

1.4111.44.131
1311.31.44.30
1244.10-44.60
1144.611-411.65
541.11-42.30 •

VOLKSWAGEN
Unbeatable deals plus low financing rates
on all Volkswagens except the Fox
through May 31st.
24
36
48
60

3.9%
5.9%
7.9%
8.9%

Months
Months
Months
Months

Carroll Volkswagen
800 Chestnut
Murray, KY

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
PURCHASE
ARIA

641 South
Murray
753-2617

eiwhit
MEALIER

Year ago.

In her latest survey, regular
unleaded gasoline at self-service
stations averaged :•:.85 cents a
gallon, regular unleaded was 85.18
cents a gallon and premium
unleaded sold for $1.0237.
At full-service pumps, regular
unleaded sold for $1.1579, regular
leaded for $1.1128 and premium
unleaded for $1.2537.

1986 Ford
F 150
7XXX miles, 4 speed,
P.S.. P.13., radio, S.R.
window.

Battle continues

Stock Market
Industrial Avenge
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
• Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CEA Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gest. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
Gauen! Motors
GeaCerp, Inc.
Goodrich

The geosciences course includes
a laboratory and carries four
semester hours of credit, while the
sociology course carries three
semester hours of credit. Students
in the geosciences course will be required to attend four class
meetings and four laboratory
meetings on Saturdays.
Fees are $42 a semester hour for
each course.
Students may register for the
courses at summer registration in
the Curris Center ballroom on June
1 or until June 5 by writing or calling the Center for Continuing
Education, 305 Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (502) 762-2086.

Members of the Murray State
University Equestrian Team placed in two national riding competitions held in Lexington and Indianapolis, Ind., recently.
Darren Broster of Boonville,
Ind., placed second in the advanced stock seat(western) division at
the National Championship Intercollegiate Horse Show in Indianapolis. A junior agriculture
major, Broster was named
Reserve National Champion Rider
In the division.
Lisa Clifton of Cape Giraudeau,
Mo., a junior nursing major, placed sixth in the intermediate stock
seat division and Kim Hackett, a
senior graphic arts major from
Nashville Term., placed eighth in

LEES
carpets
FACTORY AUTHORIZED

car et
sa e

Super Values! Great Colors! Fantastic Savings...Hurry!
The carpet sale of the year rs on right now Ws Lees factory Authorizea Carpet Sate, DUrIng MIS
exciting savings event Lees Factory has lowered prices on their best selling. most beoutifui carpets
and they're passing the fantastic savings on to you! thick, plush saxonies, cut & loops and many
more Loos hot them all-featuring DuPont Nihon Nylon. the resilient fiber that actually
repels sidit stains and static and stays beautiful for years' Buy now and save dunng
Lees factory Authorized Carpet Soie4

Many Hearing
Problems Can
Be Helped.
Chicago, IH. — A free offer of special
interest to those who hear but do-not
understand words has been announced by Beitone A non-operating
model of the smallest hearing
aid Beltone has ever developed will
be given absolutely free to anyone
requesting it.
It's yours for the asking, so send
for it now. It is not a real hearing aid,
but it will show you how tiny hearing help tmti be The actual aid weighs
less than an eighth of an ounce, and
it fits completely into the ear canal.
These models are free, so we suggest you write for yours now. Again,
there is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Although a hearing aid
may not help everyone, more and
pore people with hearing losses are
being helped. For your free sample
send rur name,address,and phone
number today so: Deputment 75766.
Beitone Electronics Corporation,
4201 %Vest Victoria Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60646.

Save
'3 to '5
Free
Estimates
per sqare yd.

*oti.oCcrpots
GDP/v NYLON
DuPONT

LOW the onethan earned Nnetic,a's trustfor over140 years

Thurman's
1.1 R

208 E. Main

RIF

Free Delivery

753-4834

